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IMrEQDOOTIOK 
lOTMarioally studies of wana-irater stress and their floh poptilation 
Mve lagged far behind those ©(mdaoied on lakea, reservoirs, and ponds, 
fwo oharacteristies of moTlng stream waters cx^ate iaoi« cc3B^lex prdblema 
tMn ar© fonnd in sisdlar studies oon^cted cm standing iraters* Changes 
in stream habitat with rapid fluctuations in irater leirel create a trouble-
a&m problm in getting standardissed data. Special streain stations chosen 
for studj oTOr a period of ti38® aay undergo drastic changes in their 
characteristics as the result of fluctuating irater levels or shifts in the 
stream bottem. thus, a deep hole in a strean be created by increased 
irater levels urtiile a previously f<awd hole is being filled with sediment 
at the same time, fhis constant shifting of stream habitat is particularly 
prevalent in lidttnsst streams such as the Des MdLnes liver. The Des Moines 
Mver 0<artiaiiis Iwayy aiit loads during high water periods. Starrett (19!$0) 
found that the tuAidity incareased frcm a Secchi disc reading of 86.75 
centimeters in the fall to a reading of 10 centimeters during periods of 
rising water. Another factor associated with imter level fluctuation is 
that at hi^ water levels, the cuxrent often is excessive for the mainte­
nance of gear such as traps and nets at seme locations. 
The seccmd chamcteristic ifeich creates problems in studies of stream 
population is vi^iieness of study area bouiMlaries. Difficulties arise in 
trying to set bwindaries to the population under consideration whetter it 
is fish or other nonsedentary organiams. If a stream study area with 
barriers enclosing the population undter study is (Elected then in most 
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imi<lents thsse areae have been impoundments. These impoundments ai?e not 
oharaeteristic of streaa conditions# 
fh@ piresent investigation vas CQSiducted to provide data on the second 
eharacteilatie of streams j that is, to secure data on the extent of move-
TOnt by the ohamel catfish, Ictaltmis punotattts (Rafinesqae) and flathead 
catfish, l^lodietis olivaarls (lafinesgae). An imreasing ntimber of investi­
gations haw been conducted pecenbly to detenaine the movraaent of native 
fish popilations in streams (Qexiking, 1953 J Harrison, 1953} and Larimore, 
1952), loKsrous studies (Seaa^m, 191*8} l^^r Mississiiq^i River Ccaaservation 
Ccmmittee, 1950j and Widsliff, 193lj) had previously been conducted on 
cham»l catfish tagged as they mre stocked in streams. Findings on move-
ment of stocked fish and native fish have been very divergent. The stocked 
fish undcttbtedly BiGve about differently from fish marked and returned to 
their own native portion of the stream, In addition, studies on native 
stream £lsh have indicated various degrees of movement. Ttose studies have 
dfinoiwtmted that ivide variations in fish populations movement can occur 
under different conditions, 
Mommeat and distribution of fish populations in streams are of major 
interest in conrasction nith population estimates, repopulation of depleted 
sections of stream, availability of fish to fishermen, and management for 
greater productioft. It is necessary to know if the fish popsilatim studied 
in om area of a river remains there or is present only for a short period 
dt time. 
Starirett (1950) has presented a detailed description of the Des Moines 
liver mtershed, lAttle chaise has occurred in the pl^ysical characteristics 
of the river since Starrett^s study. Water stage data, secured from the 
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Boon® Water Works Daai station at Icwer end of study area, are paresented in 
fable 23 of tte AppeiKJix for the 1955-1^56 periods oovered in the present 
study. 
Water level readings for suiaaer months of 1955-19^6 -were consistently 
lower than l5-y»ar average for the suroer months of 1933-1914? (Table 1), 
This l5«y0ar awrage water letrel data was calculated and presented by 
Starrett (1950). 
Table 1. OcBparison of Des Moines Mirer 1955-56 average 
aontMLy irater level sta^s with 15 year average 
(19334? inclusive) 
tear 
Ma.y imm 3vlj Jkag, Sept. 
Water gau@s reading in feet 
15 yr. av. 
1955 
1956 
2.1 
1.1 
O.I16 
2.8 1.U 1.1 
1.0 0.^ 0.25 
0,h2 OM 0,1*0 
1.2 
0.20 
0.2? 
The area chosen for intensive stu«^ (1 2? W, T 85 H Sec. 35 ai^ 36} 
» 27 W, t ^  H Sec. 1, 12 and 13) is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Low-
head dams are located at each end of the study area but they were not of 
sufficient size m to have a stabilizing effect on the water levels. 
Figu» 2# draEsn tTem aerial photographs, shows very little increase of 
stz^am width resulting from dams. Stream bottom is chiefly sand-gravel, 
sand-silt with rubble aM boulders in areas. Exposed botton area varies 
with water levels. During the low-water stages in late sumaer and fall 
as ffluch as one-half of the river bed laay be exposed to air. Water depths 
in major areas are indicated in Figure 2| in addition, small holes existed 
Figure !• Bss Moines Siver in Boone Coanty, Icnra. 
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at bouM«rs awl brushpiles where th® inereased currest had a digging 
action. 
A iwiater kill d major sipQ&lm oi th© Des Moinea Kiver oecxiri«d 
dorlng 195S-56 wtnter abonm tlm fv&mv D®a. Warm -water diicharget frcm 
the l!ras®r Power ELawfc prewnted cowplete fr®«ae-o"fBr of the ri-ver for 
three rtULes beloir the dam. Therefore, no winter kill was observed below 
Fraser Dam during the period taader eonsideration. 
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METIDDS AHD W3C1DUIES 
Colleeticm of Speeimens 
i8ts and tntps 
farloiis tjpes of n«ts and traps irert utilissed during tl» study 
Juried OB Bes Motnes Mwr. lost of these gear ware standard comnercial 
and 0xperia»ntal fishing dteviees which have been described by Rounsefell 
and Brorhart (1^53) a®d the tipper Mississippi Biver Conservation CoBmittee 
Since different n«es are given to soBifi of the same types of gear, 
the nasaes proposed by the lat-ter paper tdll be used. Therefore, it will 
only be neeessary to discuss the various sizes of standard gear t^ed and 
to describe in detail the non-standteird wire trap. 
Standaani esperimental nylm gill nets, measuring 125 feet long by 
6 feet and consisting of five 25-foot sections of mesh 3A» l-lA> 
1-1/2, and 2 toch (bar ssasure) arranged in the given oinier, were used 
three times on the river# Iron stakes spaced along the nets and driven 
into streaa bottoi held the nets in desired positions. Even with tl^se 
stakes, presstir® of the current frequently caused the nets to be swept from 
positicm. Floating debris was a contimous major problem in the use of 
this ^ ar. for these reasons plus poor results in catching catfish, gill 
nets were not used more frecpently* 
Three various sizes of baited hotjp nets and wing nets, both called 
nets by loansefell and Ivex^mrt (1953), were the principal gear used 
for the capture of fish. All of these nets we3re of th© two-throated, 
treated cofcton-awsh type except two un'fareated nylcai hoop nets ndiich were 
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tested. The nyltm hoop nets (6 feet by 2 feet) were discontintied after a 
turowwoek trial because large carp aijd catfish became entai^led by their 
spines in throats of nets, closing the trap entrance to other fish. 
Wing nets were 8 feet in length with the dianeters tapering frcm 3 
feet at entrance to 2 feet at tail and were covered with 1 inch bar mesh. 
These nets had on each side of the entrance a 6 foot wing which consti­
tuted tl» only difference between the wing net and hoop net. Since the 
str©«ya curreiafe prewnted these wings from being set at an appreciable 
angle to ttos net, mry littl® additicaaal width was added to the trap 
entrame. fh® hoop nets were of two sizes i it feet by 16 inches with 3A 
inch bar wssh auad 6 feet 2h inches with 1 inch bar mesh. 
Galvanized iron, two-throated, wire traps of the design described by 
Oobb (1951*) TOre also constructed and used in the ilver. These traps were 
constnicted in 2-foot sections of 3A inch mesh wire and when assembled 
consisted of k sections 20 inches in diaaeter and totaling 8 feet in 
length. 
The wing-nets, hoop nets, and wire traps were fished in a similar 
manner. Sections of rope tied to weights or obstructions in river held 
tTam gear in position. Hoop and wing nets required weights tied to the 
entrance to assure they remained erect. Traps and nets, baited with 
spoiled processed cheese placed loosely in tl» second ccropartment, were 
set facing downstreaa. On several occasions uabaited and baited trap 
catches were compared to deteraine effectiveness of using cheese bait. 
Eveiy two car thrae days traps were raised, fish removed, traps rebaited, 
«aad returned to same position. On occasions of high water, gear were of 
necessity scmtimes raised after only one day in the water. 
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Eleetric shookini; devlee 
An ©leetrie shocking device was eonstwicted and utilized to capttire 
specimens frca th® liver# failoua t^s and uses of electric shocking 
devices have l>een described (Haskell, 19S0j Pank, 19k9t and Aipplegate et al,, 
195U)» lach type of electric shocking device has its special advantages 
and disadvantages. 
A gasoline driven A.C. generator rated at -iSo Kva, 115 volts, and 60 
cycles was the soxmse of power for this device. Bibber covered cable, 
size lk-2, Traa used to conduct the electricsO. current to paddle-type 1 
by 1/2 foot copper wire grid electrodes. Bamboo poles were used as 
handles to give the operators fairly good noocondaotors. Two push-to-
close door switches allowed each operator to have individ\ial control of 
the shocking operatic® for safety reasons. 
Power supply and tinu^d cable were transported hy boat. Electrodes 
ware operated by two persons wearing rubber iimders. An additional person 
to help dip stunned fish and control the boat assisted greatly. Use of 
the shocking device was limited by the depth of trater in which the operators 
could wade. 
Electric shoeker-net ccmbination 
After several trials t«sing the electric shocking device alone, 
ccwabination of nets were used in ccm^Jmction with the shocker. It was 
thought that by these canbinatims fish being stimulated in the electrical 
field, but not being stunned, could be captured when they attempted to 
escape. 
Fish were observed to be striking expertoeiAal gill nets used with 
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tiM9 shocker but were not being entangled. A trammel net proved more 
sucoessftil than the gill net. This ccmbination was used effectively 
particularly around large brushpiles. Bis traasmel net was 200 feet in 
l^gth, 8 feet deep, having outer meah 20 inches (stretch mesh) with an 
ini»r mesh of the gill net 3-1/2 inch (stretch ffl®sh)f Brushpiles to be 
sampled were surrounded with the traiuBel net before electric shocking was 
ecaraeneed. Iron stakes driven in the stream bottom were necessary to hold 
the net in place against the ewrent. After the net was in place, imother 
check was made of the entire net to ascertain the lead line was on the 
stream bott<m at all points. The electric shocker was then used to drive 
fish frcsa hidii^ places in brusl^iles and surrounding areas. Eesiilts of 
the use of this ccmbination of gear will be discussed in the section on 
factors affecting gear catches. 
Tagging and Tag letums 
Type of tags 
A wide variety erf" tags for use on fishes have been developed over a 
period of years (Rownsefell and Kask, l^i^S) • Some of the factors which 
must be considered in selection of a tag includes length of time to 
remain on fi^, ease in tagging, available personnel, species to be tagged, 
method of detection, and methods of recovering tags. Since recoveries 
from fishermen were desired, all types of internal tags were eliminated. 
lAck of personnel and hi^ losses of confined channel catfish during higher 
suaaaer temperatures fuarther reduced the types of tags under consideration. 
A ffionel metal strap tag placed on the opercle and a streamer-type tag 
applied behind the dorsal spins (Joearis, 1953) were the two types selected. 
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Three sizes of aioii®! laetal strap tags used irore lA# l/2j and 1 ineh 
closed l«mgth, depending upon the size of tl» tagged fish. 
Beeaptured fish tagged with streamer-type tag showed signs of the 
ta^ cutting throTigh the fleshj therefore, this type of tag was discon-
tinned. These tags were not taken on fish over 20 days after tagging. 
This tag might be aore suc^sssful on a fish -srtiich does not possess the 
habits of the catfish in seeking cover such as brushpiles. Catfish tagged 
with strap tags during 1955 nere recaptured at end of study in 1956. 
Exaiiinaticm of all fish captured revealed only 10 chamel catfish with 
mrks on opercle indicating loss of strap t«^s. 
Methods of increasing angler tag returns 
Personal contact) newspaper articles, aad posters were utilized to 
secure greatest possible tag rettmis froo fishermen. Mai^ fishermen have 
had experiences with other tagging studies and are faiailiar with the 
process of reporting tagged fish. Personal contacts with fishermen along 
the river Indicated that this was not necessarily true of the majority of 
fishermen. In the second year of the project, printed posters were placed 
at favoxlte fishing holes along the stream. An increase in tag returns 
was ifflmediately evident. In fact, tag information concerning fish angled 
much earlier in tte year was reported after the posters were displi^d. 
One disadvantage of the posters is that fishermen catching fish ccaisider-
able distances fvm the study area might not be informed as to reporting 
pzsscedTjre for tags. A l0w«r i^rcentage of these tags frcra fish moving 
considerable distances might be returned. 
Dotenaaimtion of Age and Qrcdfth 
Collection of ags aiMl growth data 
Ghamel and flathead eatfish iser© roeasured to the nearest om^-tenth 
inch -with the fish abdtmen down on a meastiring board. Total length "was 
taken on all fish and additional measuxmento of fork aiai standard length 
•were taken on some fish. Weight of the fish weire obtained by means of 
spring platform balances. Smaller fish were weighed to nearest gram twing 
a 500 gram scale j whereas, the lai^er fish were weighed to nearest ounce 
using a 25 pound capacity scale. 
Eight pectoral spines were renoTOd froai channel and flatlwad catfish 
by meam of pliers as described by Sneed (1951). These spines were stored 
in coin emrelopes with pertinent data for that particular fish. 
Preparation of aging materials 
Bictoral spines collected and stored in coin envelopes required no 
special preparation before sectioning, I^ied spines were cut in thin 
cross-sections in the manrwr described by Sneed (1951). Cross-sectioning 
was accMplished by ^ ana of dental separating saw blades driven by a 
Mall »HaiKi»e« electric motor. Thickness of sections varied but with 
practice they could be reduced to 0,5 millteieter or less. Even the 
thiimest sections were not transparent enough to be read by raeans of 
standard scale projector. 
Several cross-sections were placed for a minlfflum of 10 minutes in 
^ss vials ccaitaining water. This greatly increased the transparency of 
the sections, Very large sections of fish spines such as those froa the 
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larger flathead eatfish war® placed in vials of alcohol. Alcohol increased 
the differentiatiraa of translucent and opaqw zones more than water 
(Probst and Cooper, 1955). 
Spine sections w&re transferred frcm vials to glass slides. Cover 
glasses were not used hut i!®cti€ms remined in a large drop of water on 
the slides. A wSLoscope* Ifcuster Model "SO", made by Bioscope Manu-
factwing Ccffl^any, Tulsa, caclahoma, was used to view the sliced sections. 
Ifegnifieation of projected image varied for the three lens? $%, lOK, and 
20X and for the distame between the slide and tiui iaiage. A discussion of 
aagnificatiraa used in this stud^ will be given in the next section* 
Calculation of age and growth 
Sneed (1951) first described the use of spine cross-sections to 
deteiwine age and calculated growth of channel catfish. He found raare 
accurate measureiaents of anntiLi could be deteraimd if they were swasured 
along the expanded edge of spine cross-section. Marzolf (1955) also made 
a ocaaparison of the age and growth of the channel catfish using pectoral 
spines and vertebra®. After using the expsaided posterior portion of 
a^ine cross»seetions for annuli determinations, Marzolf suggested that 
B^asureraent along the anterior radius of spine would give better results. 
In tto present study, relative positions of anmli with respect to 
center of luMn and maadnm posterior edge were maz^ed where the outer 
edge of the light zone (with traxwitted ll^ht) intercepted a tag board 
strip placed over the projected imafe. In stae instanees, the first 
anmlus intercept could not be detected on the expancted posterior side of 
the sptoa cross-section of older fish. This first annultis on young 
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catfish spines ms present as a circle around the lumen of spine. On 
spines of older fishj it was ©Tident approximately three-foxirbhs the way 
around luron. Tims| its intercept ef tab strip could be interpolated. 
On extremely old catfish spines the first annulus nii^t only be evident 
on the anterior edge of spine cross-sections. The annulus intercept of 
the tab on posterior edge* in this case, could not be determined with any 
degree of accuracy. Ctely those rings visible around the entire spine, and 
not present only in one edge, -wtr© considered as amaili, except for the 
first annulus cm older fish as just described. 
Oalcttlated lengths at each aninilus are based on an assBBiption that 
annual iiKsreaent in length of spine maintains, throughout life of fish, a 
constant ratio with annual increment in 1:K>dy length (Van Oosten, 1929). 
lAter modification of this assumption employed a constant, the intercept 
a of the body-spim regression equation. Sneed (1951) calculated the body-
length-spine relationship as a linear regression by means of least squares 
method. A very different relationship (Y z -23.10 + I.I4IX) was obtained 
when data included the 17 lar^ist fish as coaapared to relationship 
(T s -3.2llt •• 1.27X) when the 1? fish were emitted. In a footnote, Dr. 
Hali^i Hile (Sneed, 1951# p» 179) su^ests that a general parabola, j - aX® 
mi^t be a better fit. Apple^t and Staith (1951) found tl«5 body-vertebra 
relationship of channel catfish was best expressed by -Ww second degree 
parabola L x a 4 bX cX^. Discrepancies were noted in fitting lower end 
«f size range (between 8 and 12 inches total length) to the calculated 
mirvB. These discrepancies were thoi:^t to be the result of gear 
selectivity for th© faster growing fish in smaller size groups. 
I 
SeversO. factors or variables were noted in the technique of preparing 
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ajtid Tiewijjg the spine erosa~seotions which would affect the calculation 
of body-spine relationship. First, difficulties arise in tirying to obtain 
the slice in the sajroe location from all spines. Since the spine tapers 
said beccmes rounded rapidly, a small change in distance toward the tip 
would change the diaaaaeter and shape of the obtained spine section. 
Second, the spine is geiffirally not straight but is ciarved tcward the tail 
of fish BjakiiE® it impossible to obtain the same angle for sections from 
different catfish spines. Harriso® (1955) discusses this problem of 
cutting the spine sections in saae plane and position. Mareolf (1955) 
in his study of the channel catfish spiiiB illustrates the end of the basal 
grooffe continuii^ to move outward with p*o«rth of spine. Sections taken at 
visible tewdnal end of basal groove are ma<te at a different location on 
spine as the fish beccroes older. Thus, spine sections for Irfiis study would 
be located further out on spine in older fish. Third, the Imen of spine 
is mch lar^r in older fish and its exact center is more difficult to 
determine. Fourth, as previously mentioned the first annulus is not 
centered around the Itaaen in cross-sections of older fish. In this 
instance, the question arises as to whether center of lumen or scsm esti­
mation of the center of the annulus should be used as base of s^ine radius 
Masur«ents. MXth, tl» raaxdmua expanded porticais of all «muli do not 
always lie in a straight line along the aaxlflium radius of apine. Sixth, 
the first annulus is approxiiaately circular around the liaE®nj whereas, the 
following amuli extend more into tlKs expanded portion of spine. ]Bi age 
group It fish, this first ammlus distance would not be out of proportion 
as auch as it would be when oois^)a»d to other annuli in older age groups. 
The use of the »Bi<weope» introduced an inheMnt errca* g£ the 
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Irmtrmsent into tbe shading of amuli majpks and spine radii. Ifegnification 
by the projector varied with location in image field. Using a nwdium 
power lens (IQX), maptifioations of 70 timet mere obtaizssd in center of 
field but m the edge of field with same focus, aagnifications raided up 
to 90 times. This »ean® that the edge of large spine cross-sections nere 
aagMfied 28 pemest more than center portion of Image field. This distor­
tion increased progressively frcra the center to the edge of field. 
Distortions equal to 20 percent were evident at edge -when using the Icwr 
l»wer lens (5X). 
All of these variables aentioned above cause greater errors in 
raeasuring the radius and aiamli of older catfish spines cross-sections; 
therefor®, it "was considered uncwiae to try to compute a mathamatical 
correction for the data trhen ttese errors isere present but irere not constant 
for all size ranges of fish. An approximate growth rate was, therefore, 
computed on a direct proportion tesis. 
W&t speed in computation of calculated lengths, an alignment chart or 
nomograi^ (Carlaider and Saith, 19itit) was utilised. The aero lii» of th« 
nomograph was used as base line of the tab stxlp for detemining calculated 
length. 
Ages are esepressed in Beoan numerals corresptaiding to ncomber of annuli 
on the spine cross-section. The classification, age group I, included fish 
in M»cond year of life showing one annulus. A fish shewing two coKplete 
annuli ms classified age group II, ai^ so forth. Fish which were captured 
after Jajsaiary 1, but before fcarmation of next annulus were assigned to next 
highest age group as suggested by Hile (19li8). 
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feomdity Deterffiination 
fejMle fish seleeted for egg counts were broiight to the laboratory 
lihex^ *Bight0 and measurefflents were recoiiied and egg roasses reiaoved. The 
®gg mass was oleaned of ©xtraueous material and iireiEhed to the nearest 
gram on platfom scales, then preserved and Mrdened in 20 percent 
formaldehydte, 
later the eggs were remoired fro® the formaldehyde far volumetric 
detemination and counting. Egg B»SS -roluws 'wsre detemdned by displace-
®ent of water in a gradmted cylinder. Mimber of eggs was detewained by 
total eomt of the entire egg mass fro® each oimry. 
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FAGTOIS AFHOTIM QMS CATCHES 
Factors Affeetin® l^t and Trap Catcibes 
Hoop and irLng mts^ aiKl Hire traps used on Dea Moines BlTsr wsrs 
0®l®etive as to sipecies ©(position g£ the o&teh (Table 2), PrevioTMi 
investigationa (Seott, 19$!$ Stiorett mid Barnickol, 1955? and Tarzwoll, 
19lt2) have shown a similar s«leetivity by these gear. In facst, these gear 
were chosen for tise in th© study because of their selectivity for catfiiAi. 
Traps and nets are stationary? therefore, they depend upon two possibili­
ties for capture of fish. They may intercept the fish during its movement 
or they may act as an attraction to fish. This attraction may be in the 
form of bait, presence of other fish in trap, spawning fish, or as cover 
possibility. Hansen (19Wt) theorizes on the possibility of actual attrae~ 
tion of trap eraslosure to species of catfish family. 
Factors affecting this ^ar can be classified as those which affect 
the movenent of catfish, those which attract catfish to the trap, and those 
•which affect the retention fish which have entered the traps. This 
retention of fish is based upon the trap characteristics such as mesh 
size, type of throats, and siae of trap. 
Electric shocking opemticais in the study area indicate that relative 
abundance of channel catfish is not the same as the trap data would indi­
cate. Si fact, carp, redhorse, and carpsucker may each be as abundant as 
the channel catfish and more abundant thi® flathead catfish. Catdies of 
these species in th® nets and traps were not proportional to abundance of 
Table 2, Speeies eomposition of iJire trap, aiKi wiBg and hoop net catctes for 1955 sttid 1956, Ites 
Moines WL-mr, Icwa 
^ » c i e s  
1^5 
Wire ii^p aaii 
^riag net 
Wire irap 
19$6 
Trap days 
Hoop 
w i n g  n e t  
Tcftals 
37 3>ti 190 161 1129 
780 1719 16^ 2292 6li56 
3 3^ 19 10§ 166 
3 23 20 107 153 
0 32 6 78 116 
0 12 52 66 130 
1 7 5 0 13 
0 2 2 3 7 
0 0 96 32 128 
0 0 k9 1 50 
1 h 0 11 16 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 2 2 
0 0 18 5 23 
0 0 5 3 8 
0 0 77 0 77 
0 0 0 1 1 
Channel eatfish 
(letalta'tts puaetat^) 
Hathead eamsh 
(lyiodietis c^jysals) 
Carps^iEef 
CGa3r|d.odB8 spp.) 
Caaep Baaplo) 
asdiiorse i^ p,) 
WaUe^ (SiiacM^ijion t . Titreta) 
sealsmotzmt l»a88 "" 
(MLeroptertis dolonieiii) 
tureen saarisk 
cyaaeM^) 
Orangelgpotted sut^ish 
(Igpeiaia haailia) 
grapple (paikaas 
Ncrtitera roeFISiss 
(iffibloplites r» ropeatris) 
BLaek bollMad'lTdEaltaAa i^laa) 
Stcaiecat (Sotaras flOTtm) 
Ktarthern hogsueker (%penteliTai 
nigricana) 
tibrbl^m eoomon shimr (Stofcropjg 
cornutus froaatc^a) 
isierican e«l (Ai^ajjliTrostrata) 
Total 73i^7 
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apecies in "Khe river, but selective toward the catfish (Table 2). A test 
to deterffiiiie the effect of cheese bait the catches of hoop nets was 
made choosing at random one of a pair of hoop nets at tiro locations to 
be baited. One trap of each pair imd an ecpal probability of being baited 
after each trap lift, this test was diacontinoed when one trap was stolen. 
Baited trap catches were miach higher than imbaited traps caccept for one 
instsmce (Table 3}* Sinm this test on effect of bait upon trap catches 
fable 3* Oatch of baited aM unbaited hoop nets in Des 
Moines Biter, Im&, 1955 
SdrT Pair 2 
Dat® mxted Uabaited Baited Unbaited 
«ruae 18 55 0 h9 3 
20 k 0 39 6 
S2 Ik 1^7 86 0 
25 58 it Stdlen (1) 
Total 131 51 17U 9 
was conducted during the spasming season of channel catfish, the observed 
catches msuld also be affected by activity of spawning fish. Differences 
in catches for unbaited and baited hoop nets were much greater than would 
be expected by chance if th® assai^ion is made that the catches for baited 
and unbaited hoop nets would be equal. The calculated chi-^square values 
(35.16, II48.76) for pair totals exceeded the tabular value for chi-square 
(6.635) for 1 degree of freedom at 1 percent level of probability. 
Sffectiveness of cheese bait might vajy with tine of year and with the type 
of cheese being used. Cleary and Qreenbaidc (195U) state that effectiveness 
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of bait Taries with time of year and isater stages. Hardness of chees# 
baits would detenBine th® length of time they would remain in the traps. 
In the majority of instanees, cheese baits were not present in the hoop i»ts 
and traps when they were cheeked the next lift. In these instances, 
attraction by the cheese baits may have been effective for only a short 
period of tiae. It would be extreiasly difficult to assign positive results 
only to use of baits in traps, since many other factors may be acting at 
same time. The use of baits may increase trap catches by enticing a few 
fish into tte traps and additioml fish are attracted by pi^sence of these 
fish in traps. 
Attraction of catfish other catfish in certain stages of their 
life history is clearly demonstrated by increased trap catclws during 
spawning season. Increased movement by spawning fish is a definite factor 
in catch increase and increased catches in hoop nets baited with live 
spaiming females can be demonstrated (Table k). One example of the effect­
iveness of placing ripe females in nets is shown by the increased catch of 
adult fish in net It which had not been catching adult fish until ripe 
females were used as bait. The use of spawning fmales by commercial 
fishemen to increase eatfish trap catches in traps has been mentioned by 
Moyle (1955) and Starrett and Bamickol (1955). 
Changes in size ccsmpositicoi of the trap amd net catches were noted 
daring the trapping period. Although channel catfish of different size 
groups were taken throughout the summer of 1955 and 1956, marked differ­
ences were noticed in the size groups taken in the spring period m 
compared to the period after the spawning season (Figure 3). The catch 
contained a greater percentage of adult catfish prior to and during the 
2k 
APRIL 14-JULY 6 
X 
o 24-
5 2 2 -
o 2 0 -
1 8 -
1 6 -
o 
1- 1 4  •  
Ll_ 1 2  •  
o 1 0  -
H 8  -
Z 6  •  
UJ o 4  •  (T 
UJ 2  •  
Q. 
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26over 
TOTAL LENGTH (INCHES) 
JULY 7 - NOVEMBER 23 
8 10 12 14 16 
jrOTAL LENGTH 
18 20 22 
(INCHES) 
24 26 over 
Figure 3» Length-frequency of chonnel Catfish captured 
in hoop nets during two periods of 1955 
and 1956, Des Moines River. 
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Table U. Conparism of hoop net catches during the spaiming aeaaaa of 
Channel catfish, Des Moines Mmr, Ima., 1956 
Htmber of channel catfish in catches 
I3ate Met 1 mt Z Hat 3 mt k 
Over 
12" 
(0) 
SS' (0) 
(7) 
(5) (0) 
(3) 
Total Over Total Over Total Over Total 
catch 12« eatch 12» catch 12« catch 
June 2 0 (0) 5 (2) 1 (1) 0 
5 Ik* (lb) 5 (3) 0 (0) 7 
7 8« (8) 3 (1) 0 (0) U 
9 8« (8) (57) 1 (0) k 
11 8«« (7) 10»« (8) 0 (0) 72»* 
13 Hole (-) ltl«* (37) 0 (0) 5o»» 
16 1 (1) 3 (3) 16» (15) 7 
18 Hole (-) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 
20 0 2 (2) 12* (12) iU« 
23 0 0 0 7«* 
25 0 0 3 (2) 0 
27 0 H^e 0 3* 
» Mpe females present in trap 
»» lipe females placed in trap when last set 
spawning season than for the later period. These catches of large charmel 
catfish in siaring and early swmer have been observed by Harrisrai (1955)# 
Kelley (1953) f airf McO«o»on (1956). 
More "tiian one reason mi^ be proposed to explain t}» increased catch 
of larger catfish in first period (April lU-July 6) as cmpared to the 
catch of large fish in the second period (^uly 7-Novembar 23). Dispersal 
of these fish after spawning season is one factor inflnenoing the siae range 
of trap catches. Data on movements of tagged adult fish will be discussed 
in section on movement and distribution. The attraction of ripe adults 
daring the spawning season is a definite factor in explaining the greater 
number of laxg&r fish at that time. Gfepowth of age group I and II fish to 
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a size at which they are retained by the gear would be another factor 
resulting in smaller average size in the fall eatcl^s. Increase in numbers 
of fish caught per net duadng the fa31 could be attributed to the addition 
of another age group to the population being sampled as result of continual 
growth throughout the sreanaer. Kelley (1953) encountered this prtjblem of 
i^cruilfflient with bluegill, white erappie, aM black crappie fluctuations 
in tra|>»net catches. He concluded that increased catch of t^ese fish in 
fall was result of increased activity said population abundance. 
Differences in size groups being sampled by the wii^ traps as ccmpared 
to wing and hoop nets were noticeable (Tables 5 and 6). Mesh size of wiire 
trap will retain tlas smaller fish which can enter the hoop and wing net 
withcfttt being retained* l^ese characteristics of the gear definitely 
affect the coaiparison of gear catches based on total ntraibers. Starrett 
and Bamickol (1955) found that l-inch aesh wing nets cau#it more ccmnercial 
sise chaamel catfish per net-day than wing nets of larger mesh sises. 
Factors which increase the activity of the catfish shoiild Increase the 
observed catch of traps and nets. %i8 would be true only if greater move-
H®nt increased the chance of interceptic»i by gear of fish path or if greater 
movewnt incareased contact of tho fish with the gear where they could be 
attracted into the gear. 
Baviromental factors which may affect the activity of fish are water 
levels, water temperatures, and turbidity. An attempt was made to use 
analysis of variance to test the differences in combined trap and net catch 
data at various water stages and periods of study (Table 7). First# one 
net or trap set for 2li hours was defined as net-day or trap-day. A problem 
arises in determining a net-day for hoop and wing nets. Should nets that 
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Table Comparison of siz® groups of chaimel catfish catch in ning and 
hoop net with wire traps for 195$ and 1956, Des Moines Hiver, 
Iowa 
fetal Wing and hoop nets Wire traps 
length 1955 1956 1955 1956 
1" gpotips Periods Periods I^riods Periods 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2  
Trop 
da^a 21i» 127 295 266 11 26 17 173 
Htober fish in each size group 
2 67 
3 9 Hi 67 
k 1 307 97 39 
5 32 1 1 373 25 350 
6 19 12 13 20 26 51 387 
7 168 103 39 101 Ik 20 h 285 
8 157 103 80 630 7 1 157 
9 278 35 7lt 393 1 37 
10 17U 16 76 121 1 3 9 
11 85 10 KE 110 1 1 10 
12 li2 6 76 lt6 3 3 
13 23 7 60 26 2 2 
lit 36 10 h7 13 2 1 
15 22 2 50 k 1 
16 33 5 39 7 2 
17 25 5 Wt 2 3 
18 27 8 35 k 1 
19 13 2 21 
20 10 7 2h 1 
21 8 11 
22 6 11 
21 2 2 1 
2h 1 1 3 
25 3 2 
26 3 
27 1 
28 1 
2 9  1 
30 1 
28 
fable 6. Gtmpmctsm of size range of flathead catfish (excluding 
reeapttares) eam^t in wire trap and nets in 1955 and 1956, 
Ses Moiaes Biver, losa 
Total 
length 
1» grcna^s 
wing'and koop nets 
19$$ 1956 
Periods Periods 
1 2  1 2  
Wire tx^ps 
1955 1956 
Bariods Bsriods 
1 2  1 2  
T*%p 
days 21lt 127 295 266 11 26 17 173 
fish in each size group 
3 1 1 
h 1 9 
5 1 2 
6 2 U 
7 
8 2 
9 2 3 3 
IG 1 1 3 3 1 
11 k 8 
12 1 1 3 1 1 
33 1 1 1 9 1 
lU 7 
15 k 2 6 
16 3 3 k 
17 k 1 
18 1 6 2 
19 1 2 
20 1 u 1 
21 1 
22 2 1 
26 1 1 
28 1 
29 2 
30 1 1 
31 1 2 
32 1 
33 2 1 
3k 1 
35 1 
36 1 
3^ 1 1 
liO 1 
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Table 7. Mimbers of chaimel catfish per net-day by imter stages during 
two periods 1955 and 1956, Ites Moines River, Iowa 
Iteriod t (April lit-nTuly 16, 1955 & 1956) 
Catch per aet-day 
Water Rising Msiag and falling Stationaiy Falling 
sta^s irith a net 
Inorease Beerease 
7.66 1.16 19.12 n^ ifi 0.50 lt.58 
0.66 0.33 2.33 5.10 2.00 
2.12 0.33 0.92 10.07 3.75 
2.50 2.86 2.00 2«6i|. 11.25 
.^75 9.50 3.16 0.25 X5.33 
11.25 1.16 0.90 U.50 2.25 
8.00 0.87 2.16 0.66 16.50 
1.38 !i.60 U.80 6.88 
1.25 5.60 0.33 3.00 
0.30 1.76 5.20 2.33 
3.52 U.90 1.25 
6.50 7.35 1.00 
2.25 11.62 9.00 
1.62 18.50 
Average 3.8U 2.82 l*.37 5.76 
I^riod n (^ ly 7-HOT«Bb©r 23, 1955 & 1956) 
Cateh per n©t-4ay 
Water Hslog Rising and falling 
stages idth a net 
InoreaiB^ l3eorease 
Stationary Palling 
10.90 0.66 5.10 19.iiO 1.50 U.77 
15.20 1.38 i.n U.80 1.00 U.88 
2.23 2.16 0.77 2.75 U.75 0.16 
0.83 k.22 0.37 li.50 8.30 0.33 
6.25 0.55 7.00 it2.50 25.33 
7.91 5.33 2.00 8.70 
1.75 li.5o 3.90 0.90 
67.33 3.90 0.22 
5.50 1.50 2.1a 
5.33 1.00 0,22 
0.i|2 11.66 
20.50 3.00 
6.75 3.50 
U.66 2.U0 
h,99 16.60 
1.88 
0.87 
Average 6.1tli 9.70 1.8ti. 7.69 6.11 
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hiitne a hole present in the mesh be emsidered fully effective or partially 
effective? This sasme problwa also arose when trap entrances were blocked 
turtles, beairer, or other animals. Anj net •atoich contained catfish eiren 
thoittgh a hole was evident was considered f^ly effective in this study. 
Unusual srosults wsi^ obtained for mean sq-oai^ of the analysis of 
variam® ifliich were eompited fr« the data. The H»an s<paz>e for sliaple 
effects of water stages was less tlmn nean square for the expected error, 
these results can be eaqplainsd by tto follcwing reasons i wide variation 
in nofflbers of fish per trap«day within water stages (blocks), failure to 
fulfill the assuE^jtion that eirors are independeirt frcm observation to 
observation, and changes in the population being sai^led. In some of the 
water stages, am observation makes up over $0 percent of the vaj-iation. 
On the other hand, the water stages are not entirely randcm, but their 
classifieaticsn as to whether zlsing or falling is based <ai the previous 
water level. As shown earlier observed catches are not entirely a matter 
of aov0H®nt, but are influenced by the gear and have variations in siae 
range of the catch for different peilods. Hoop net, wing net, and wire 
trap catch data cm a trap-4ay basis were plotted with water level stages 
but no agreement could be detected. In fact, decreasing and imreasing 
catches were approximately equal in both rising and falling water level 
classifications (Figures b and 5).  
Wmj authors have attributed increased catches of channel catfish to 
rising water levels (Cleary and Qreenbaidc, 19SUj Ifiwis, 19551 Vpp&r 
Mississi^i Mver Oemservation Ccsmittee, 1950}. Definite relationship 
between isater rises and net catct^s was not obtained in this investigation. 
Admittedly, sera® large catcl3®s ware made during rising water levels, but 
Figare Gcmbii^d boop net and wkm trap catcl^s of chiwajel catfish 
p e r  n e t - d a y  p l o t t e d  w i t t i  d a i l y  i r a - t e r  l e v e l s  f o r  1 9 5 5  i n  
Des Moines M-ver, lam* 
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there Tueiia also large catches during falling -water stages# The length of 
time sine# last water rise, present stag© of water le-rel, and possible 
time-lag in the effect of lacreased water leirels on the catfish could 
explain some negative results. Strmger water currents accompamsring rapid 
trn-ter ilses couM force fish fro® the gear locations in river bed. With 
My possible Increased movement stimulated by rising waters, the factor of 
increased streaa area would be an inverse factor reducing the chance of the 
trap entrance intercepting the movewnt path of fish. Pish are more concen­
trated with falling water levels which could increase chances of their 
interceptiCTi hj gear. 
Gombined catch for wing and hoop nets increased during the spring of 
year, decreased after the spaasidag season, aund increased to peak in the 
fall (Table 8). Similar flmctuati<m in hoop net catclies has been reported 
by Kelley (1953) and Carter (195it). These changes aay be related to water 
tmperature but water tOTiperatures vary with ttae of day and one reading 
every few days would not be sufficient data to deteimine this factor. 
OisB factor influencing trap catches was the location. Throughout 
the investigations deep pools near cover remained better trap locations 
than other areas. The nvraber of tl^se areas is not cmstant but changes 
•with water levels. An area which was a hoop net station could be lost by 
continual reductions in water, therein increasing concentrations of fish 
populations in other areas. With this reduction in water area, certain 
deep pools were eliminated as possible saaple locaticais by the activities 
of ar^lers contimously snagging the experlaewtal gear. MeCasamion (1956) 
fomd that net location was on© of the most important factors in trapping 
auocess in the Colorado Mver. 
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Table 8» Average number of ohamel catfish per hoop or 
nijag net <Say for 1955 and 1956, Des Moims Ri-rer, 
Da1» Catch per Date Catch per Water 
net - day net - d)6^ temp. 
1955 
V? 5/9 
5Ai 
5/13 
5A5 
5/17 
5/19 
5/21 
5/23 
5/25 
5/28 
6 a  
6/8 
01^ 
6/16 
6/18 
6/20 
6/22 
6/25 
6/26 
out 
7/6 
out 
7A8 
7/20 
7/22 
7/21* 
7/26 
0.00 7/28 3.33 
0.00 7/30 U.87 
0.00 8/2 6.22 
0.33 8/li 1.25 
0.50 out - -
5.20 8/29 2.25 
5.10 8/30 1.25 
10.07 9A 1.66 
it .90 9/3 0.15 
2.^ 9/5 2.12 
3.52 9/7 1.12 
3.00 9/9 0.75 
7.35 out 
1.76 9/29 1.50 
6.50 10/1 0.66 
lO/ii 1.00 
16.50 10/6 2.75 
11.62 
7.66 
22.16 1956 
9.66 
1.00 it/lU 2.33 U8®F 
itA7 2.33 li6 
0.66 1*/19 0.25 52 
25.16 ii/22 3.16 62 
7.50 it/2l* 0.33 52 
li/26 U.50 5U 
5.50 h/28 2.12 «««» 
2.75 5A 0.92 !t6®r 
1.00 5/3 2.50 53 
6,00 s/p ii.75 57 
0.75 2.25 60 
0.50 5/10 11.25 63 
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Table 8, (CentiiMied) 
Date Oatch per Water Date Oatoh per Water 
net - DAY t®A^. net-day tmp. 
U.58 IW. 8/6 0.11 
1,38 66 8/8 0.16 780F. 
2.00 m 8/10 0.16 
3.75 68 8/13 0.22 «— 
2.00 73 OTXFE 
1.25 69 9/5 2.00 — 
1.25 71 9/7 2.22 660F. 
0.33 Ih 9/10 2,33 
1.62 73 9A2 2.66 
1.00 9/lit 14.66 
2.16 7^ . 9/17 6.66 
1.16 73 9/20 1.66 
9.00 19 9/22 5.00 
11.25 Bk 9/25 11.33 
15.33 80 9/28 holes 
2.25 8li 10/1 10.00 
0.66 — 10/3 13,50 
3.50 82<¥, 10/6 3.00 
0.58 90 10/8 11.00 
0.1t2 10/10 0.50 
0.50 10/12 1.00 
0.00 10/16 169.75 
0.33 82°F. 10/18 11,00 
0,25 10/20 2.00 6U®P. 
0.50 10/23 1.66 52 
0.06 72^ . 10/25 0,50 58 
0,21 10/27 10,00 57 
0.30 
92%. 
10/30 16.33 60 
1.66 llA 12.50 56 
0.25 11/3 1,33 52 
0.80 11/6 55.33 52 
0.26 11/9 
llA2 
55.66 39 
1.50 0.00 39 
0.00 90°F. 11A5 1.33 U2 
0.50 78 11/17 0.00 38 
1.10 78 11/20 0.00 38 
0,87 80 out 
5/13 
5/1$ 
5/17 
5a? 
S/n 
sm 
5/26 
5/29 
5/31 
6/2 
6/5 
6 ^  
6 ^  
6/11 
6A3 
6/16 
6/18 
6/20 
6/23 
6/25 
6/27 
6/2f 
7/2 
7A 
7/6 
1/9 
7/11 
7/13 
7/16 
7/18 
7/20 
7/23 
7/25 
7/27 
7/30 
8/1 
8/3 
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All of the Wintioned factors urtTiich have various effeeta on the 
observed catch ereate problMs in assigning fluctuations in observed 
catch to aag^ one factor. In additic®, the determination of these factors 
Tsas not independent frca observation to observation. Thus, tmter stage 
readings are related to prior readings. Effects of seme factors such as 
reeruilawnt and attraction of spawning fish are operative only at certain 
periods of year. With all of these variables, it is extremely difficult 
to isolate the effect of any one factor over a period of time. 
Factors Affecting llectric Shocking 
Ntj^ jers of fishes taken with electric shocking are influenced by the 
actual nuffitoer of fish stunned in the electrical field and the percentage 
of tteae stunned ttsh that are pidked up by operators. Characteristics 
affecting the electrical field and t^ose istoieh affect the capture of 
stunned fisrti are factors affecting total catch. 
Isirims fmtora which change the effectiveness of electrical field 
aire as follefflrs* cmduictivity of mter, size of fish being shocked, 
nature of stream bottaa, area of electrical field, and shape of electrical 
field. Conductivity of water is fumtian of the cjuantity of salts dissolved 
in it and tte mobility of these ions. UraaerBians (195U) indicates that 
tli®re is a nonaal inciwase in conAictivity of 2 percent per degree centi­
grade increaa© in teiapepatture. Also, the strength of an electrical field 
in water increases with resistance to current by stream bottom. Con­
ductivity of streaa bott« decreases with substrata in the following 
order I peat, mud, gravel, and stor® (Tlfflmermans, 19^^). Thus, the shape 
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aM siz© of an ©laetJdeal field is not constant when shocking over -various 
stream bottoM, at irario^us imter t«i!i>®ratiires, and various water depths 
evwn M.th sawe power supply and electrode ssystem. Changes in the distarwe 
between the two electrodes also changes itoi in-tensity of electrical field. 
Bwn more iiaportant than the variations in the electrical field is 
the size-range of catfish taken by use of electrical deirices (Table 9). 
ikbundance of certain fish siaes can be explained by three reasons. First, 
the larger attained fish are more easily seen by operators. Second, the 
electric shocker is aelectiir® toward larger fish, fhird, seme deeper pools 
in -which the lar^r channel catfish were captured by nets and traps were 
too deep for the electric shocking device used in this investigation. 
When shocking in water two to four feet deep, large stunned ca-tfisb 
on the streaa bottcm could be felt biifflping against the operator's legs} 
'rtiereas, the «aller fisrti were not felt while -wading. This characteristic 
of sttmned catfish remaining on the stream bottom also varies. On aom 
occasions stunned catfish readily floated to tc^ of water, but this -was 
ti» exception and not tl» rule. Sxtramely large flathead catfish were 
able to escape the electrical field for undetemined reasons. Large fish 
are usually consideitsd »ore susceptible to being stunmd than small fish 
since they receive a tension of I.I4 volts between head and -fcail more 
reMily in same field (TJiranenaans, 195U). Evidence for this escape of 
large flathead catfish is presented in thB n«wt section. Pools over four 
feet deep which might oai-iiain larger numbers of adult fish could not be 
shocked. 
Factors ^ ich obscure the operator* s -view of the stunned fish are 
very important in de-temlnii:^ the mirt>er of fish secured. Turbidity, 
Table 9» iTiaber of ehaimel and flathead catfish in one-inch 
aisse groups taken by electric shocking in 19'$$ and 
1956, D®s Moines Biver, losra 
Size groups Channel catfish flathead catfiiAi 
(l-inch) 1955 1956 1955 1956 
2 5 19 
3 15 50 2 
k 10 k 1 1 $ Uo 28 
6 3 lUl 1 
7 9 17U 2 2 
8 Ik 195 1 3 
9 7 82 k 5 
10 2 50 1 k 
11 k 37 2 
12 1 36 5 
13 0 20 7 
Ik 1 8 2 
15 0 3 1 
16 0 3 
17 1 k 
18 1 1 1 
19 0 
20 2 
21 1 1 
22 1 
3t 1 
high®r TOter levelsi m& increased strsani area in spring of year decrease 
the catch and limit the use of electric shocker during this period (Table 
10). Go'ver in streams such as rocks, brash or logs also obscure the 
operator's view, but this can be omtacmB where cover areas are small* 
In fact, theee are usually the most productive areas in shocking catfish. 
By applying electricity for a sufficient length of tiai®, most stumed 
fish are mshed ixtm under the cover by river current. 
la 
Table 10. Channel and flathead eatfish taken using electrie shocker 
Airing 190$ aad 19$6, Des Moines Biver, Iowa 
m)er Number 
33ate Water tober tetoer channel flathea( 
stage channel flathead catfish catfish 
eatfish eatfish over 6,5*' over 6,! 
0,18 52 2 20 2 
0.18 57 6 16 5 
0,30 2 1 1 1 
0,23 0 0 0 0 
0.68 0 0 0 0 
0.55 1 1 1 1 
0.!i2 3 0 3 0 
0.3U It 2 k 2 
0,28 9 1 9 1 
0.26 1^ 1 12 1 
0.25 9 k 9 h 
0,28 7 0 h 0 
O.I48 k 0 2 0 
0.55 0 1 0 1 
0.38 19 k 19 li 
0.30 k 3 k 3 
0,38 1 1 1 1 
0.32 25 3 3 
0,26 2U k 21 k 
0,28 79 k 59 h 
0.28 6 0 6 0 
©•30 6l» h 51 k 
0.69 2 0 2 0 
0.63 5 0 3 0 
0,38 22 3 12 3 
0*32 7 0 6 0 
0.26 llil k 125 2 
0.22 37 1 28 0 
0.23 llt2 0 115 0 
0.18 lOU 0 76 0 
0.22 77 0 itU 0 
0.20 51* 0 h$ 0 
0.25 0 0 0 0 
9/9/Sp 
9/lkm 
10/11/55 
10/2 /^55 
h79m 
IiAW 
6al/ 
6/13/ 
6/xi/ 
6a8/ 
6/23/,. 
6/25/56 
1/im 
1/9/$^  
1/um 
7/18/^6 
l/p/% 
linm 
i/2$m 
mm 
8/356 
mm 
mm 
9i%m 
9/\tm 
9/tm6 
9/29m 
loJm^  
10/20/56 
nnm 
11/17/56 
Electric shocking was conducted during this study to obtain catfish 
for tagging and mi another Mans of sectiring tagged fish, Previoxisly 
mentioned factors affecting electric shockii^ would be very great problems 
if pcpilation estimates irer® being »ads. Since this was not the case, the 
only effect of ©lectarle shmker selecstiirity would be the difference in 
chance of seesnrlng tagged fish of all ®iz® ranges by its use* 
Factors Affecting Electric Shoclcer-fraEfflwl Net Combination 
fhe «<|Bipi®nt tod »thod of use for the electric ahocker-traamel net 
edmbination have been discussed in tii® material and methods section. This 
caabination proved r@ry successful in most situations where irater depth 
ms not too gi%at« lurge o&mr areas, such as log drifts and bmishpilea 
which are difficult places to iiioek fish, can be sajjgpled with this 
combination (Table 11). All flsAhead catfish captured during these trials 
were stopped fsw leaving the enelosure by trsamel net and would not have 
been takmi without tl» aid of the tramel net. Bi one instance, a large 
flathead catfish (35 .it inches total ler^th) was observed striking tiw net 
about five minutes after shocking had ceased. 
lot all fish were removed frcEi within the area surrounded by tramael 
net. SOT® fish wejre obserrod in the enclosed area, but were not captured 
while shocking nor were th®y in the tra®B»l net when it was lifted. Even 
thoa^ it was not possible to s@cux« all fish in the area, lax^e flathead 
catfish which were not stunned by electric shocking were taken in the 
tranel net* This Mthod couM not be used to sas^le large sections of 
river because cf time required to set the net and to clear it of debris 
afterward. Also, the restriction to shallow areas limits selection of 
location®. Its use does perait tl^ sampling of a portion of the catfish 
population which is not beii^ captured by oti»r gear at same period. 
fs® of the electric shocke3>.tra»@l net combination is lindted to the 
1^3 
Table 11. Cham»l and flatheM catches per set for electric 
shoeker^^trfflaael net embination 1955 and 1956, Des 
Moines Rlvmr, I&m 
Charoel eatfish (T.L«) llathead catfish (T.L.) 
Date -CaiJiiht' Catight 
in laet Sttannei to net Stunned 
8/30/55# 38,9 
36.2 
33.il 
31.0 
29.7 
29.5 
S/3V^5 31.3 18,6 
17.6 
lii.7 
9A/55 19.5 21.3 
18.1 
llt.6 
7/20/^6» 3h.7 
31.1 
T/25/56 12,0 
7.5 
19.0 
13.6 
13.3 
8A/56» 35.lt 
21.1 
20.7 
15.3 
?A/56# ll.lt 11.3 
%aae location 
IcnsMfrater sta^s -Btoen it is possible to work around tbese large ecfver 
areas. It tms not possible to work these areas frc» a boat, since under­
water obstxnictiona prerent complete coverage of area. Hsh seeking coirer 
ujftder tl®se ctostnMsticaa are difficult to force otztj thus, tKreas in which 
wading is possible is practically a necessity. In late fall, floating 
m 
leaws say blaek the liSt eauslng it to be swspt otit cf position by water 
pressure« These two difficulties limited tl» us© of this eombinatlon to 
#«ly^ Atigmst, «ad Septeniber in Ites lollies Mver. 
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Charmel Catfiih 
frap aM net reoapfc'tureg 
telsg the two year study period, 2638 ehanmX catfish ©apttored in 
ibcop *»ti, idtog nets «M wire traps were tagged and released. Siae range 
of i^se ts^ged fish wm 6,h inches to 29,0 inches total length* Aa 
disetissed under factors affecting trap catehes» aisse distribution of the 
hoop net and "wire trap catches was not unifom tkcoughout the entire tagging 
parted (figure 3). this difference in sisse range of captured fish is an 
indication that variottS segments of populations -were betog sampled over a 
I»rt,od ci tiM9« Two «x|0.a3aati<»is can be sug^sted as responsible for the 
decreiMS» in the siee rang® of the net catches after June* Changes in 
effectiveuBs® of hoqp nets for lar^ fistfi could cause this difference. 
Mpe fesiales in the nets made tt» nets more effective duxlng the spawning 
season, iaothsr reasm for a decreased catch of adult fish could be a 
wider dispersal of these fish or a seduction in their moveiaents after 
spawning. 
This shift in size range in the nets also affects the recapture of 
tagged fish, fag^d chanml catfish (over 12 inches total length) show 
a much Icwer recapture rate for the second period, July 7 to Koveaiber 23, 
than for those fish tag^d during the first period (Table 12). Iha-ing the 
first period, which covers the spawning season, the nets are apparently 
more effective or the fish are moving more in the victoity csf the nets, 
fhe rate of i^capture during this peilod was higher not only for fish 
h6 
fabl® 12. Percentag® reeapture of channel oatfiah (12 
inches total length and mev) tagged irm trap 
imd net eatcltes for two periods during 195? and 
19$6 
Tagged 1955 fagged 1956 
Period I* Bsriod Peilod I Period II 
NO. tagged 2m 52 382 65 
1955 
PeHSf I 
Bsriod 11 
3.6 
0,8 
Percent of ^capture 
ii.O 
— — 
1956 
Period I 
fferiod XI 
1.2 
0.0 
8.0 
0.0 
7.1 
1.3 0.0 
%0riod I - April lii. to Jtily 6} Period 11 - July 7 to 
icwimjer 23, 
ts^ged during the first period hut also for fish tagged during the second 
period the- preirious year. 
Harrison (1955) indieated that fin^-clipped fish tend to avoid 
re-entering hoop nets for l«mg periods of time, lestilta obtained in this 
study did not rewal such a tendeiKsy (Table 13). Channel catfish tagged 
after initial capture by eleotri© shcxjker and recaptured in hoop nets or 
traps did not enter the nets more readily than did fish tagged initially 
fTOBi hoop net catches. Excluding chsomel catfish tagged in 195$$ the 
average nwber of dayi between taking and recapture in trap for fish 
tagged from electric shocker catches in 1^6 was 35#6 days as compared to 
33.6 for channel catfish tagged frcm net catches. Use of t-test indicates 
this difference for roesms -was not ^gnificant at the 50 percent piobability 
Table U# W®»k intervals Isetwsia taggJag aad first i^eaptiir© ia hoop mbs of ohajjml eatfisli 
iBitially tagged frm eateliss of net eleetric aftwelssr p«ric^ f ®r 1955 «EJd 1^6 
Tear 
tagged 
Wrst reeaptero wi«k i«^rfal@ after 
Omr 
1 2 3 l t 5 6 7 8 f l 0  1 0  g e a r  
MgfS 
19^  
"P^ riM I 1(^ 1 
l^riod n 2# 
1956 
l^od I 70? 
Iferiod II 616 
Period 1 
Period 2 
Bsriod 2 
^riod 1 
2 
Period 2 
3? fit 
9 
1 
16 
3 
? 
1 
20 10 
6 3 
5 5 
2 
1 
3 
2 
It 
1 
It 
6 
2 5 
1 
1 
2 2 
1 
6 
1 
8 
18 
0 
0 
SIOGUR 
19^  
Bsriod II 
1956 
Iteriod I 
Bsriod H 
39 
17 
382 
Beriod 2 
Beriod 2 
m 
lefwl. The major portion of tagged ohMnel ea-idPish fro» electric shocker 
eatchts was «ai%:ed later in season of stwdy period than tl» »a;Jor portion 
of net tagged fishj thos, the %im internal should be shorter for fiah 
tagged from electric shocker catches# If channel catfish vmcB avoiding 
tl® nets after initial net capttire, fish tagged frcm electric sfliocking 
catclsss should haw had a shorter tiae intenml betueen tagging and 
recapttire. 
fable 13 can be misleading since channel catfish were tag^d owr an 
exten^ted period oi time. Fish tagged in second period of 1955 and 1956 
rtiould be recaptured oirer a shorter interwsO, of ti®« than •Wbe fish tagged 
diirii^ the first period of sa« years. Instead, thi«re appears to be less 
tendency of to enter the traps within two twelos after tagging during 
this seeoxtd period. Fish tagged frcffi electric shocMng catches in trap 
areas te'ix^ this second period do not exhibit ax^ tendency to go into the 
mts soomr. I^rhaps the lowered efficiency of the nets in the secmd 
period is shcwm in this slower recapture rate, 
iMreases in percent«^e of tagged fish in net catches -were observed 
for different tiros of year (Figwe 6), During 1955 and 1956 the percentage 
c£ recapture® in hoop net catches increa»8d in early spring, reached a peak 
during spasming season, and then decreased wtpidly. If a stable population 
irere l»ing san^jled, the percentage of recaptures in the catch should increase 
Tfith cwulated nuasibers of tag^d fish. A sodden decrease would not be 
expected to occur mmn if tagged fish -mm avoiding the net. This decrease 
in catch of tagged fish folloRing tto spawning e»ason indicates a change in 
the populati<«i being sampled. Growth of age group I catfish to a length 
wheM tl»y would be retained in net catches contributed to this percentage 
Figiire 6. Bsrcentag© of chaionel catfish recaptures la total trap aud hoop 
i»t catehBS as coEapared to camlative nfflriters of fish ta^^4. 
CHANNEL CATFISH 
DES MOINES RIVER 
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<feer@awB btit uretild aot explain tbe decrease In reoaptusre of adult catfish 
(fable 12). Mditioml data seettred frcm electric shocking operatioiMi 
and records of aovwMiA fish reported by anglers indicate dispersal of 
these adttlt fish. These data trill be discussed in the follcwing sections. 
ixaaination of data for chamel catfish recaptured more than once in 
the nets failed to reireal an^r tenck^ncj for the same fish to repeatedly 
enter the traps over short periods of tijs« (fable lli). If channel catfish 
recaptured the fclloitog 3?ear are excluded from a'wrage time interval 
tetween first and seecmd recapture, aver^es are aipmsimately the same for 
first and i^cond recapture for 1955 and 1956. Qi jaarticular interest is 
%}m tirae interval l^tvpeen tl^ first aM the second recapture in 19$6 of 
fish tagged in 1955« This short time Intenml indicates that these 
particular fish eitl»r had a greater tentoncy to enter nets after first 
reeaptui® or they wre in the vicinity they could be taken again in 
ho<^ net®. The second e^laoaation concerning the presence of catfish in 
nets vicinity would best account for this short time interval betmsen first 
and ^ oond recaptures. They were all talsen daring the first period, i.e,*» 
the spmning seasm. 
lo pattern of movmint hy tagged chamel catfish ivas shown in net 
recaptures. Fish tagged ti® sms trap-catch were later arecaptured 
m smm date at hoop nets located both t^streaoi and dosnstaream fron 
original taggijig loeatim. Wben first recaptures trere classified as to 
direction of movemnt following tagging, dovmstream movements ivere 
pre<l«imr^  (Table IS) • This predbsiinanoe of doimstream aovements in 1955 
fcKT net ^captures nas influenced by une<pal netting intensity. Ifeta for 
S2 
Tabl® iJt. Tla® interval in dayi between reeapttires for channel catfish 
recaptwed more %hm once in traps and nets 
Ktsdaer times 
total »3^r tiaes recapttjrei TotsJ. recaptwed 
length 1 2 3 k $ length 12 3 
2 7 1U.5 17 21 
9a k 30 9.2 18 13 
7.5 k 7 19 9.5 19 6 
10,8 k h3 10.lt 21 2 
6.9 5 k9 11.1 2tt 9 
9,0 5 2 25 279 9.5 327 
7.8 6 127 8.0 26 19 
12.6 6 7 3it7 9.9 26 300 93 
10,1» 6 3 10,U 26 17 
12.0 7 It 15 9.5 28 3lt 
I5.lt 7 h 9.7 28 30 
16.2 7 18 10.6 28 286 
8.f 8 28 
256 
8.5 30 17 
35.2 8 65 11.0 30 303 
11.5 11 I 9.7 32 lt8l 16.6 11 Ik 9.8 Il5 13 
7.7« 11 67 15.1# U8 18 
9.2 12 23 19.lt 59 293 
16.5« 13 35 8.8# 76 28 
6.1t IS 19 7.6 2it3 lU 
10.8» 16 17 7.8 250 8 
11.1# 16 f llM 251 32 9*9 17 h 13.9 286 12 
Avera^ 39.9 62.lt 
Awrage eaceiudiag next 
year recaptures 19.2 22.1 
%hamMil catfish tagged in 19S6 
19$6 present more e<pal dis-ferlbution of netting intensity to dsterraine 
aovroeat in boldi directions. 
0hi«nel catfish which nere recaptured more than once exhibited the 
same irregolar pattern of for first asod second recapttires. Fish 
recaptured at a different mt locaticm had frequently reversed l^eir 
direction of movwenfc and on subsetpsnfe recaptures i»ere taken either 
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Table 15. lumbers of channel catfish recaptured with 
aspect to direction of moveiaent after release 
first 
recapture 
Beoaptux«d in hoop nets 
%8tre« Downstream Sai Be location 
1955 28 76 57 
1956 
fagged 1955 
Tagged 1956 27 
17 
30 
10 
27 
Iscaptured electric shoclcsr 
1955 
1956 
Tagged 1955 
Tagged 1956 
1 
10 
2 
17 
1 
7 
^cond recapture It 19 18 
Third recapture 1 1 3 
upatrea® or doimstrea® from preTious captwe location, 
this idiifting direction of mo^vsment suggesttt tbese tagged fish were 
not mniertakis^ any definite migration but w&ve captured during their 
nosmal fcoraglni. fhiir nomal travels may carry thm out of the trapping 
area for ccsnsiderable periods cf time. This would explain tl» extended 
period between tagging and later recaptuj^ at the saa© location for channel 
eatflah. Tagged fish Tshich mam orer obstructions, such as Boone Water 
Works Daa, would normally be presented fr<» re-entering the stad^ ajrea. 
Harrison (1953) found ik) evidence of any mass aigration of channel 
catfish in the Des Moines Mver. Of 101 tags recovered, only 33 fish had 
moved fro® the port of tagging, and of these, had tra-s^led no more than 
mm adle. The majoritj of this information was collected frora fish tagged 
and recaptured in fislmay traps at dms. Twenty-foiir fish -which had been 
tagged on® to five years previously •wsw recaptiired in the original area 
of marking, lesults obtained in th® present study are comparable if 
©mtinual movMent in sttaj^ «m& aiad ehanges in effectiveness of hoop nets 
are considered* 
BXectric shockim data 
The study area of Sea MtAms Mmr is coa^osed of continuous pools 
separated only by shallor portions? thus, fish irotild be restricted to the 
same pools smly by their habits and not by i^^ieal barriers. Bepeated 
electric shocMng operations m-m undertaken to de-teraine whether or not 
chanatl catfish r@!iia±ri»d in the saiae' areas. 
Electric shocking operations during variotis water stages revealed that 
the suocesf of such operatims Increased with decreased water levels, 
iKceptions were encountered during the late fall period when catches of 
channel catfish, using tM electric shocker, dropped to siinlmiatt (Table 10). 
No catfish were stunned in areas with water depths of 3 feet or less in 
ifhieh channel catfish were present in sasaier aM early fall. The river 
bottoK could be clearly observed and stuawd catfish were not present in 
these shallow portions of river. At this tine ca-tfish were obtained only 
in tl» deeper pools said, as stated earlier, these pools could not be 
shockM effectitely with the small electricad generator available. Bven 
though hi^ -water In spring prevented electric shocking operation in areas 
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of th® river which were ssmpled during low water stages, electric shocking 
4t that tiae dflmonstrated tli© tendency of channel catfish to occupy 
Mcertfely flooded areas. 
Considering only repeated electric shocking operations in same area 
dtiring losr water lewis, data were obtained on stability o£ catfish popu­
lations in these area®. I»r©bably the two best areas for this detailed 
exaaination "were eecticms (36 and 1) located above and below the main 
tagging area at th© 1M3A Ca^  {®'ig^ 2a?e 2). 
Kepeated electric shocking through these two secticans failed to produce 
multiple 3?®eaptures of fish taken previously in these sectioiMJ. Only three 
fish which had been tagged frcm previous electric shocker catches were 
recaptured in Section 36» In Section 1, only seven channel catfish were 
recaptured after being ta®ed from electric shower catches. Channel 
catfish tagged fr«a trap catches or frca electric shocker catches were not 
recaptured a second tiae during ai^ trips through either section (Table 
16), 
During periods of hig!i®st catches using the electric shocker (Table 
10) fish of sufficient siae, 6.5 incl»s total length, were tagged and 
released at point of captuz^. On subseqwnt trips throu^ the section, 
channel catfish were captui»d from same cover areas, but tl»y were seldom 
th© tagged fish previoiusly released. It was not thought that tlMf effect 
of the electricsO. field stimulated ttese fish to leave the section. Hoop 
net recapttires reveal their presence in these secticaas from tiro to tiaie 
at later ^ tes. In fact, the average length of tine between tagging from 
electrie shocker catclws smd recapture by saiae device was 103 days for 
three fish in Secticm 36 and Wi»5 da^s for seven fish in Section 1. If 
fabl© 16. Iffltoer of eJ»«»l caWisli i^0apfc«P©d by electeie sh^kiic dnrtog stages In two 
seettons of Das Moiaes Mtmr, torn. 
Kl»gtri.e rec&pfcqi-es 
Seetioa Omw CuBulaitod l^atioa Sja 
6.5 total 8«apaarf.s«m to Biterval 
<iat« Total i». ia ai^ a reimptwes Tmlemm (dags) 
S9eti<m 36 
52 20 0 
9^ lh-6$ 57 16 20 1 
m-ix-SS 2 1 36 0 
6^ 13-56 k 1» 37 1 1  ^0,2 ailes 273 
6-18-56 Ih 12 37 1 
7-30-56 79 59 l»o 2 
9*8~56 7 6 85 I 
9-22-56 37 28 91 1 1 0.0 fflilea Sk 
10—6—56 1<A 76 112 0 
11-3-56^  
11-17-56 % 1 up 0,8 ailes 56 
Seetioa 1 
S-11-56 3 3 1 
6-16-56 9 9 3 
6-23-56 9 9 6 2 
7-16-^ 6 19 19 13 2 
6-23-56 25 25 1 
7-25-56 2h 21 k9 0 
8-2-56 6 6 66 1 
8-3-56 6U 51 71 3 
8-15-56 22 12 107 1 
9-12-56 Ikl 125 118 3 1 dcnrn 0,1 sdlea 51 
9-^ 9-56 lh2 115 212 8 ii  ^0.1 niles 
0.0 Biles 
doKsi 0.1 ffiilea 
doim 0*5 Bdlea 
66 
17 
17 
17 
10-20-56 77 291 3 2 Tip 0,3 Mies 
0,0 sdLles 
21 
96 
57 
the fish »mtined within the leotions, it does not appear that such a 
long ti» interval would have been obtained. This interval was greater than 
th© interval between tagging aM recapture obtained for hoop nets. Since 
sewral trips were aade throu^ the section (taring this interval, these 
fish mj have been atosent fr<» tiroe to time. 
Another possible ®Eplffliation of failure to capttire fish previously 
tagged in these sections wwld be ineffectiveness of electiric shocker 
device* Sine® the entire width of river could not be sampled at one time, 
fish could escape by moving past the area being saasapled. 
Bi general, channel catfish i^ich were large enou^ to be tagged were 
not taken by tlM electric shocker raiMlomly distributed over the entire 
river, but they were usually obtained in greater n"(art)ers under cover such 
as logs, reeks, and brush. This preference of channel catfish made 
possible ©cmcentrated shockiK^ effort at thee® places. If the tagged 
channel catfish retained this pi«ferenc@ mjd remained in the sne location, 
greater nnstbers of recaptures should have been talt^n than indicated in 
Table 16. 
lecaptures by m^ra. 
Tag returns freia fisheraen deaonstrated more clearly the extent of 
movwents by s«e tag^d ehamel catfish. Since electric shocking and 
netting were limited to certain sections of the study area, airier 
returns gave a auch broader covarage cdf fish movsaaents. As with all other 
methods used, data from angler tag returt»s can give biased results, Betums 
sate not CG^lete for all fish ae^led, and furthermore anglers t®ad to be 
selective toward larger fish. 
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Ixaatnation of reeaptuape recoils of tagged channel catfish as to 
legation eapt«^d d«onstrates that location of these airier returns nas 
influenced by acoeisibility of fishing places on the river and that 
fishing pressws iras not evenly distributed. Favcalte fishii^ places at 
deep hole® or at lowhead dams produced 67 of 79 known an#er loeaticais 
in the 7«ffiile stut^ ax^a. Seiren fish» having gone over lowhead dams at 
either end, were recaptured entirely outside the study area (Table 17). 
fag returns shear that two tagged chamjBl catfish nere able to pass over a 
Icwdifiad 4m located 3 miles abow the main taggijo^ area even though high 
mter stages had not cxjcurred between tag^ng and recaptiire. These fish 
hM moved 8.5 and 10 wiles above the dam before being caught. It was 
thought that this dson would act as a barrier to upstreaas fish movements 
except in flood stages cm th® Des Moines Biver. Other tagged fish may have 
passed over tMs dasn, but were not captured or reported. The pool below 
Kpaser Itom was a favored fishing spot as d®aonstrated by the lit tag 
returns from that pool. This was th® greatest number of angler tag returns 
frctt aay one pool and s«^^sts that tlw dm was concentrating fish movii^ 
upstream. Becords were obtained frca five tagged channel catfish which 
had gone over the Bome Water Wojks Baa and moved further downstream. Two 
fish had traveled 2l* and 26 Kdles dorostream before being captuarod by 
toother fish had moved lii ailes and two others had traveled 9 
Biles. This travel by tagged fish represents ainianatt distances as measujped 
fxw maps. 
The lai^st wsffisber of returns caswB frcan within c»«>~half mile of the 
tagging l€«>ation. This was to be expected since the ratio tagged to 
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tmtagpid fish should b© greatest In thii area, Fireqaent field wortt in 
this locatim also incwiaiied the chanee of recovering tags fjrom fishermen 
in the «rea» 
ll»ty«two tag iwtimia fro® fishemen represent a 3 percent return 
froa all ohaiiB®! catfish tag^i in this iiw®stigati(m. This figure would 
be a «iKl*ia estimate since fishenaen emtaeted while fishing in the study 
area reported previously catching tagged fish which were not recorded, 
Oae fitfbewMi estimated catchii^ at least six tagged fish which were not 
Imported. T^re las no w^ to estimate how mmg- an^er recapttires wore not 
reported. A retuxtx of 1^,6 percent was obtained if the mmber of recaptiarea 
wm ecBHpared to nt»ber of tagged ehamel catfish oyer 9.0 iiwhes total 
length, ^  ffiinimuffi size imported as kept by fishermen. The small fish 
which were reported hy anglers were probably larger than records Indicate 
as a result of c<mtimjal growth to ti^ caught, but only the total length 
at tagging was available. 
These ti^  returns give a minljww harvest estimate of It,6 percent for 
the catch of »arked fish over 9 inches total length. This figure does 
not include saiglers' reports when the tag was not wtumed or reports where 
the size of fish or date of capture would cast doubt on the correctness of 
the report. These doubtful report® would have increased the angler catch 
by to 50 percent# Aiigler retuna fr<m tagged chMinel catfish were 
greater in this Investigation than Urn 0.5 percent return obtained by 
Harrisc® (1953) ia the Des Moines liver# Icsra when using internal tags, 
fh® aa^ler return was below tlw 20 pewent tag return obtained by 
loGMBion (1956) in Ooloepado liverj California, but above a 1.3 percent 
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retwji ebtaimd bj Houser (1955) in dklahcaaa, 
Ctely ten of the angler returns came frcM catfish tagged from hoop nets 
and trap eatelies for the period after 7. percent of fish tagged 
in first period of 1955 ®»d 1956 and 1.1 percent of fish tagged in second 
period of 1955 and 1956 were represented hj anglers* rettams. Percentage 
rettim frosa anglers for fish tagged froa electric shodcer catches for 
1955 Mid 1956 mm l»li. percent. Mc«t of the ahoc^d fish irere tagged during 
the second period# 
Hoop net catches prior to and firing the spanning season thus contri­
buted the majority of the tag^d fish cai^^ht later by at^jlers. l-ren thou^ 
these fish -were tagged isrithin a g-aile secticm of the stream, later tag 
r«timis indicate that they had disperiwd oirer the entire study area. Tags 
•were not returned ticom out of the study area for fish tagged during the 
iwicond period. MoGaaamon (1956) noted a siailar tenden<^ for fish tagged 
to the fall to move leas than ttioi^ tagged in siaring. fhere appears to 
be BO definite migration of chanml catfish but instead considerable 
wandering Mth changes in exteafc of moTOment for different tiioes of year. 
flathead Catfish 
trap and net recaptures 
Iftich leas infojraiation was obtained on the aovwent and distribution 
of flathead catfish than for chamel eatfish in the Des Moines Mver. 
Iiswer population densities, in addition to the fact that the flathead 
catfish were nowally in more difficult habitat to smple, were the main 
reasons for less data. During the two-year period, 166 flathead catfish 
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mve caught to hoop n®ts and tiipe trap®, ttifferenees in size range of 
flathBSd oatfish catefe in these gear irere illtmtrated earlier (Table 6). 
Catches of flattead catfish occiared mostly in May, June, and Jttly (Table 
18). lapid reduetions in fall eatchsa took place about me month (October) 
ffifttle Iha^ r of fLathead catfish eatight in hoop nets and 
trapf by months in 1955 and 1956 
Month 1955 
Mbers 
Over 12 in. 
total length 
oati^xt 
1956 Over 12 in. 
total length 
April 1 0 
1 1 21 16 
Jtme 11 8 2ii 19 
July 18 15 19 15 
August 8 7 7 5 
Sept.eaber k 0 ItO 21 
October 0 0 12 3 
Soveaber 
— 
0 0 
Total 1*2 12li 
l®for® siKilar reeults for channel oatfish. Saiall catches in early spring 
and lat© fall may have been the result of decreased activity of flathead 
catfish witht lower mter teinperattirea, Flathead catfish were not thou^t 
to hsm migrated outside the st\idy area since low water levels would 
prevent th/sir re-entry wer the lotihead dam dcnmstreaa. laeapttire of 
tagged flathead catfish the foUowliag year indicates that thsy had reraainod 
within the stu^ area# 
There were considerable differences in siae of flattead oatfish for 
peak catches in Jum aiad JtiLy of 1956 as ccKigjared to sises of fish in peak 
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eatch of Septeitoer, fh® oatoh of larger fish in ^i3ua® and July ima probably 
a§soeiat®d with greater mov«®nt of fish and inei^ased effeetivensas of 
l»9op mts during the spaimiiig season of flathead oatfish* lio adult fish 
mm daring this stxi#^ to determine t^ esoa^ time of the spsimlng 
season but peak eateh Gf adult fish in the acaath of July suggests its 
oecsirrenoe about this time. 
fwinty-ttoee flatlMiad catfish recaptured in h©®|> nets and *ire 
traps during 19$$ and 19S6 (Table 19). Hoop net locations at cover 
areas in deep pools may explain tlm frsqaent recaptures of flathead 
oatfish at •ttie saiie net loeaticai, the nuai>er of possible cover areas for 
large flathead ealatish (wer 30 inches total Icoiigth) "was not numerous. 
Since »®ta were usually tied to these stable obstrueticmsy the chance of 
large flathei^ catfish encountering stets nas great. Whetiier the iipBtream 
and d0«mstre« mo-r«ent of the flathead catfish, as indicated by reeaptinres, 
is as eactensiw as that found for the channel catfish cannot be determined 
with the lew ntaiJer of recaptured tag^d fish, leoapfetirod flatheads taken 
in the same IcMsation ths follcwii^ year indicate that these trap locaticms 
are included in 1^4r range of aiowsaents. 
The time interval between tagging and recapture in ho^ nets for the 
flathead catfish does not indicate a tes^tency to avoid the traps. A first 
recaptu3» rate of 13 percent for flathead catfish as o<»pared to 9 per­
cent hoop net first recapture for the charanel catfish may imiicate that 
flathead catfish are in the vicinity cf nets longer or have a teiKiency to 
eiiier the net more readily, leduotion in percentage of second recapture 
if percent) and the fact that there were no third recaptures for flathead 
catfish indicate the tendency to re-enter the sets does not contiirae. 
Ta4>le 19. Tiro Internal aad direction of aoveMnt for flatliead catfish Mcaptwred in hoop nets for 
1955 md 1956 in Etes Moines Si-wer, Icwa 
Ijocat-icm of j^eeaptiax^ 
gga^pared to relea.8e 'Mtes fims 
fot^ length 
(inches) 
Bate TJp- DOKH- intorval 
ta^ed streaa streaa Ssm Krst Secmd (days) 
1^ 5 
-T:O.5 6-fc-55 OjO 6-20-55 7-20^ 5 6s31 
17.1 7-30-55 0.3 ®1. 8-2-55 3 
iS.Ji 7-3C^ 55 0.1 84i-55 5 
1956 
lt--2li—56 0.2 ai. 6-^ 56 39 
20.6 ^29—56 0 6-2-56 
21.8 5-^ -56 0.2 ai. 6-5-56 7 
29.7* 8-^ 55 0 6-7-56 281 
3it.8 5-13-56 0.1 si. 5-31^ 56 18 
33.li 7-28-55 0 6-11-56 318 
17.6» 8-31-^ 5 0 6-16-56 290 
18.6* 6-16-56 0 6-20-56 
9.7» 9-II1-55 0.5 ffli. 6-25-56 285 
10.5* 7-25-56 0,1 mi. 0 7-27-56 8-1-56 2j5 
12.6* 7-16-56 0.5 ai. 7-20-56 h 
12.6 7-11-56 0 7-20-56 9 
16.7 74t-56 0.1 Bd. 7-27-56 23 
35.9 5-31-56 0,3 ffii. 7-18-56 U8 
llt.l 7-23-56 0 8-1-56 9 
13.8 8-6-56 0.1 fid. 9-5-56 30 
12.2 9-.5-.56 0 9-10-56 5 
lli.O 9-10-56 0 9-20^ 6 10 
13.9# 9-12-56 0.1 mi. 10-1-56 19 
10.9 9-20-56 0 10-6-56 
Averaee 
16 
59.2 
Average excluding next year recaptures 28.lt 
*Tagged from electric shocker catches 
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As with channel oatfish, difference in size range in flathead catfish 
catch at different seasons was evident. large flathead catfish (over 20 
inches total length) wre not recaptured in the nets after the first of 
September. Resiilt® obtained from us® of electric shocker-tranmel net 
eonbination show that ttese large fish are in the net areas \ip to this time. 
Ihether these large fish moved into the deeper pools after this time ia not 
imoTWi. 
Electric shocking data 
Eighteen flatheal catfish were tagged from electric shocker catches 
in Section 1 dortog 12 trips throu^ the area. Only two of the 18 tagged 
fish were recapfe-ured later trtiile using the electric shocker in this 
section# fhese two tagged fish had traveled over one-fourth mile frc® the 
original tagging location. Hv© flathead catfish tagged from hoop net 
catches were recaptured once during these electric shocking operations but 
were not recaptured during later trips through the section. In Section 
36, twelve flathead catfish aarked during electric shodking ware not 
3»captu3?ed in eight trips through that section. 
In repeated trials using the electric shocker-traiBmel net combination 
at on© brushpile, three tagged flathead catfish were recaptured in a total 
catch of 12 flathead catfish (Table 11). These three fish had been narked 
frcMEi hoop net catches and were not fish marked in previous electric 
shocker-trawel net catches from under this cover. It is possible that the 
treatraent received during capture of the fish with this ccxnbination of gear 
caused th« to desert this cover area. Fish occupied this cover area in 
three or four such trials (8«30^ 5> 7-20-56, 8-1-56, and 7-8-56)« 
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Data on flatiiead catfish indicate a steady movment in Des Moines River 
with no definite pattern evident, idiich is similar to the movments foimd 
with tagged chamel catfish. 
Angler tag mtuma 
Since only one definite report of angler recapture of a tagged flat-
head catfish was received, very little information -wag obtained frcan 
angler tag rettiras. This flathead catfish (21.1 inches total length) 
camfjht by hook and lint was recaptared ten days after tag'^ing at the same 
location released. One other ilathead catfish ms reported caught but the 
tag nuHber could not be obtained for this report. Hcsiser (1955) had only 
ca® tag return fron 28 tagged flathead catfish. This fish had traveled 
6 miles in 19 days. 
Difficulty in fishing for flathead catfish is a great limitation in 
securtog angler retuins frm these tagged fish. Even though hoop net arid 
electric shocker data show that flathead catfish are present in the study 
area, fishemen fail to secure them by angling. I^e normal daylight 
habitat of flathead catfish greatly reduced their chances of being cau?^ 
on hook and line. Flathead catfish were seldom taken by electric shocking 
«cept frcffi under cover such as log jsms, large rocks, or brushpiles. 
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AGE AMD GROWTH OF GHAMHEL CATFISH 
Mte of Qrowih 
Spine <letei:i^imtlons 
Calculated growth for channel catfish was ccaaputed from pectoral 
spines collected during 19$S and 1956. Table 20 contains data frcm all 
but three oha)Wt»l catfish spine sections. Two of these three atypical 
spin® sections had regenerative growth and were discarded. Spine cross-
sections of the third oh«anel catfish (29.0 inches, total length) had an 
excessive calculated length between annulus eight and nine. Calculated 
lengths mre siailar to other catfish spines up to eighth animlus trtiere 
a chaiije in length frosj 19.8 inches to a length of 25.1 inches at ninth 
anmliis ms conputed. Ihe remaining annuli (3) were again fairly uniform 
for calculated lengths* Since this would be an excepticmal increment 
increase for this size fish, calcxiLated lengths wejre not included in the 
table, Ijsngth at the first anniilus was not calculated for fish over age 
group f# leasaBS for omitting this annulus were discussed under methods 
and procedures. 
Average calculated lengths at each annulus, averaged over all age 
groups, were siailar for fish collected in 19$$ and 1956. Variations 
occurred for individual :^sh msOting up these average calc\ilated lengths. 
Distinct separations of the calculated lengths were present only between 
annulus caie and two for fish of age group III and below. Overlapping of 
calculated lengths was frequent above the third annulus. 
Table 20. Average ealeTila*ted total length (iBches) at each SBamlas from spine aeaanjreaents of 
channel catfish taken in 1955 and 19^ 6 from Des MtrfLnes Hirer, lo^  
Year m lo. 
class group fish 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1955 I 27 2.1 
195U II 191 1.7 5.0 
1^ 3 II 1 2,h 5.6 
m T9 1.9 5.l» 8.0 
1952 m 1.9 5.3 8.9 
I? 2.1 li.8 8.6 10.9 
1951 1? 1? 1.9 it.5 7.3 10.6 
• Ill 1.9 k,3 7.1 10.6 12.7 
1950 f 6 2.0 ii.3 7.0 9.2 12.0 
VI 15 — it.3 7.3 9.6 12.5 2it.5 
19k9 •I 12 lt.7 7.3 10.1 12.7 15.9 
fn 23 It .5 7.3 9.9 12.lt 15.5 17.6 
19U8 fii 12 ii.lt 7.2 10.0 12.3 lli.6 16.9 
Tin 19 it.l 6.6 9.1 11.8 lit .5 17.lt 19.2 
19it7 ?ra 12 5.0 7.2 9.8 12,it llt.9 17.2 19.1 
u h li.7 6.9 9,k 11.8 lit .7 17.3 19.2 20.8 
191*6 n k U.6 6.3 8.5 10.9 13.6 16.3 18.9 20.9 
X 1 li.6 6.0 9.3 12.lt 16.3 19.lt 21.lt 23.8 25.2 
19li5 XI 1 5.3 7.8 12.5 16.6 19.2 21.6 23.2 2lt.8 25.6 26.9 
19it3 nil 1 U.9 7.8 13.0 l5.ii 16.6 19.0 20.6 21.6 22.2 23.8 25.2 26.6 
A"»®3rag© calculated 
len^h 1.8 U.9 7.7 10.1 12.3 15.0 17.lt 19.3 21.5 2lt.3 25.il 25.2 26.6 
Average aimvial 
2.lt l.lt l.it l.lt incrOT»nt 1.8 3.2 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.7 1.9 1.8 0.9 
Calcidated 
weights O.OQ2 0.03 0.13 0.31 0.57 1.07 1.70 2.35 3.30 lt.85 5.57 5.it3 6.itit 
Weight 
0.50 0.65 o.51t ixusresients 0.002 0.03 0.10 0.19 0.30 0.63 0.79 0.91 0.89 1.00 
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Baeatise idi@ bcx^-spine relationship ims subject to so many variables, 
thfis® calc^^lated lengths should b« considered as only approximating tl» 
actual growth rates. Comparisons of lengths at early aimuli for fish at 
diffsrettt age classes we possibly sab^eet to considerable error. 
Probably f©w error® dt» to iraolati^s in body-spin© relationships are 
present, bmmmr, if m eoBpare only the last two or three seasons of 
growth (fabl® 21). IKisse data Indicate that growth in 195U waa greater tha« 
Table 21. Average ealemlated pwfeh inereronbs (inehes) for last two 
growth years frcro channel catfish eaptiured 1955 and 1956 in Des 
lbli»s River, lam. 
lear caught 
1^ 1 1956 
Wext to last last lext to last last 
increMsnt increMnfc iner»ent inoreaent 
gro«^ (1953 growth) (1951I pwth) (195k growth) (1955 growth) 
I 
2,h 
2.1 
II 3.2 l.T 3.3 
III 3*h 3.6 3.5 2.6 
If 2.8 3.3 3.8 2.3 
¥ 2.2 2.8 3.5 2.1 
n 2.6 3.2 2.9 2.0 
?n 2.3 2.3 3.1 2.1 
fill 2.3 1.9 2.9 1.8 
1953 ai^ d 1955. This reduced growth rate for 1955# which will be discussed 
later, was also evident for tagged channel catfish. Grossrth at capture 
coijpared to calculated growth of fish of that year class collected in 1956 
indicates »ost of 1955 growth was ccrapleted late svmmr (Table 22). 
Average growth l»yoM last anraalus was determined for fish captured durii^ 
different monliis in 1956 (Table 23) • Qrcwth was continuous throughout 
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Table 22, Average grtarbh of channel catfish in inches since 
last amittlms aM percentage of •Uie average calcu­
lated growth for 19$^  at monthly intervals (number 
of specimens in parentheses) 
Age lanthf 
groap May a^ly August 
III o.h 0«8 1.3 
19% 3h% ?5% 
(9) (1) (3) 
I? 0,h 1.7 , , i  
21% 8ljg -— 
(5) 0) -— 
? .73 1.8 1.7 • .  II  
3^  90% 855? —-
(3) (1) (1) 
fl .U3 1.1 2*0 
2€3^  $2% 9$% 
(3) (3) (2) 
Tafljle 23. Average growth cf cheaiael catfish in inches since 
last awailias for 1956 hy Eonthly intervals (umber 
of speei®@ai in pareHbhiiset) 
Age 
gpoup 
Msty 
Months 
July August 
Sept.-
Oct. 
11 0.7 2,h 2.8 3.8 
(10) (27) (iM) (139) 
III 0.0 0.5 1.5 2.1 3.1 
(1) (6) (19) (9) (hh) 
I? 0.0 0.2 Uh 0.7 2,9 
(Hi) m (3) (1) (16) 
V 0.1 0.lt 1.0 2.7 
ih) (h) (2) — (2) 
fl o,h 0.7 0.9 2.1 
(h) (5) (1) —— (2) 
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siamier of 19S6 aad did not terminate aa rapidly as ±n the previcras siasBaer. 
Mditioaal data to strengthea th© eonclusion of reduced growth rate in 
1955 as compared to 1956 will also b® presented in section on length-
frequency of hoop net and trap oatcl»s. 
B@dafi®d TOt®r levels in 1^ 55 ®ay have been m Important factor in 
tl» losrer grcwth xaito. In addition to lew -water levels, high water 
temperattires resulted in observed kills of mlleye within the study area. 
On several day® air tssperaturea were over 100° F« Water levels did not 
remain as low in August airf Septesfcer of 1956 as in 1955 (Table 1). Also, 
water temperatures in 1956 did not reach levels at liiich fish kills were 
observed. 
Avem^  calculated lengths at annuli closely follow data presented by 
Harrison (1956) for channel catfish fr<» various sections of Des Moines 
Siver in. Iowa. data also piKrallel average lengths at annuli computed 
by Maraolf (1955) for first tla?ee anmli but are greater at later annuli. 
Differences in annuli interpretation for growth age studies conducted 
earlier prevent# direct ccmparisons islth average calctilated lengths for 
this invesMgation. 
fhe lengths at various annuli -©ere converted to equivalent weights 
usii^  th® length-weight relatioi»hip described later* Although the 
amual inereaents in lea^ th are greatest in the early years of life, 
the saimal iiKsraaents in wei^ t are greater in later years (Table 20). 
Qrcwrfch of tagged, fish 
Growth of chaimel catfish following tagging provided another estimate 
of the amount and period of growth In Ifes Moines River (Table 2!t). 
n 
fable 2h* Range smd awrages of growth incranents (total length In inches) 
of tagged channel catfish for 195^  and 1956 (niadjera of fish in 
parentheses) 
Tim recaptured 
1956 
date Se|Jt. April Sept. 
tagged Oct. lay Jiine July Aug. Mbv. 
7-10 inehfis 
May 1955 0.7 ltl-lt.7 3.9 
2.9 
(1) (2) 
JOE® 0.2-0.9 1.2 3.2-3.8 2,h 
0.6 3.5 
(li) (1) (2) (1) 
my 0.1t 0.3 —0.1 
(1) (1) (1) 
Aug. -0,3-0.6 1.3 1.U 
0.2 
(2) (7) (1) (I) 
!fept. 0.1 O.O^ .lt 0.8 1.9-2.8 
0.1 2.U 
(1) (6) (1) (2) 
April 1956 
May 
Jiily 
Aug, 
1.3 
O) 
l,h 
l.h 
(2) 
10-15 inei^ s 
May 1955 3.8 
(1) 
l.it-2.3 
1.8 
(3) 
0»5"~0»9 
0.7 
(3) 
2.8 
3.3 
(1) 
1»C)»2.3 
1.7 (h) 
0.0-1.1 
0.5 
(8) 
0.2 
O) 
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Table 2ii, {CcoitiEttied} 
Sizes and 193$ 
dat® Sepi. 
•feagfsd Oct. 
April 
fey 
fl»e recaptttred 
1956 
3mm j^ tily Atig. 
Sept. 
Nov. 
lO-lS iaehes (con't) 
i^ily 
Aug, 
S©pt. 
May 1956 
July 
3S-gO iM)ms 
mj 1955 
«rtii» 
July -0.3 
0.6-1.6 
1.1 
(3) 
-0.3-2.1 
0.9 
(2) 
0.1 
0.1 
(2) 
-0.9 
0.3-0.5 
o.l^  
(2) 
0.3 
0.3 
(2 )  
1.0 
(1) 
0.1 
aj 
0.0 
(1) 
0.8-1.0 
0.9 
(3) 
0.1-0.2 
0.1 
(2) 
—0»1«»0.6 
0.3 
(2) 
l.U-3.3 
2.3 
(3) 
0.7-l.U 
1.0 
(3) 
—0.1—0.8 
0,3 
(5) 
Ik 
fable 2lt, (Coutiimed) 
Tlae reeaptwed 
BUm md 1955  ^
date Sept. April Sept. 
Oet# lay 3wm v^lj Aug. Hov, 
Aug. 
S®pt, -0.3 
a) 
April 19$6 
May -0.3 
(1) 
Jane 0«li. 0,2 0*3 
0) (1) (1) 
I»er®as@s in tottfl length for TOrlous ehannel catfish revealed that growth 
was variable for ta^ d fish. In several inatanees, negative groi»th nifas 
recorded for a tagged fish but this is thoa#t to have resulted from 
partial loss of cautM fin to'ing eoirfinesaent in hoop nets. Since taffging 
my dettreaee the grorbh rate of channel catfish, this recorded growth of 
tagged fish would be a mtnimOT estiaate. Failure to stow increases in 
total length over long periods of time indicates that tagging may have 
affected the growth of chaaai»l catfish. Comparison of average pon<teral 
index of tagged fish with untagged fish of same siae failed to reveal any 
noticeable difference (Table 26). Cordition factors would areaain high if 
loss of weight ifer® counter-balMJced by partial loss of caudal fin as 
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result of confin«ent in hoop nets# 
aeeord® m taggtdl chamel catfish xwealei -yiat inditridaal tagged 
fisb g^ atly ©xctedtd the a-wmp ©ale^ lated incr®®ent of groirth dBtemimd 
fr« ^ in® eross«s®ctions. !Bhe awra^  inorea^ s for tagged fish, howrer, 
imm belcw th® average inor®a»nts caleulattd froa peetoral spine, Th« only 
criteria for inelttdlng tagged chamel catfish in Table 2li was that tagged 
fish ®»st haw been rscapttired am month or lonp>r after release. A lar^  
nifflfeer of catfish recaptured only a short time after tagging were not 
inoluded# 
(3r«wth of tagged fish ims not uaifoim throughcwt the entire summer, 
la faet, total lei^ th »asttr»ents of fish tagged in late July, 1955 and 
i^ eaptiired in early spring of 1956 revealed that these fish grar little 
or noi» during taiis interval (fable 2k)* Fiah tagged in spring months of 
1955 and recaptured in late suian»r or fall had increased in total length. 
iJven chmnfil catfish which t»d been tag^ sd In late fall of 1955 but wore 
reeaptuj^ d in late lune, 1956 had daaonstrated rapid gros?th during this 
late spring peri^ od# 
Blfferenoes in spring and mmmr growth ymm greater in 1955 than in 
1956. This would stirogthen the conclusion drawn frcm calculated lengths 
at last two ammli Ctoble 22) that growth was slower in 1955 than 1956. 
tengrtJaKfrequeney of chamtel catfish 
Abtmdmioe of ohamel eatfish by siae grot^ s in hoop net and wire trap 
catches daring ttie study d«nmstrated ^ wth <£ catfish through ^ e group 
III (Figures 7 and 8-). Above age groi^  HI overlying total lengths for 
several age groups prevented separatim of these groups by 
PigxiTO 7* Lengto-jTrequBoey of charmgl catfish to ho^  aet trli?® 
trap catches for 1955, Des Ictoes Mvsr, I@sm. 
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Ifingtb-freqttfflicy. Hoop nets aM tdre traps were selective toward th® 
larger fish of ag® groaps 0 aisd I. Thii would ea^ lain the najrrow size-
rajig® of thes® age groi;^ ® ®arly in sua«r as ccanpared to a wider size-
rang® of sm© age p-owps in late f^ l* Alao, greater use of anall mesh 
wire traps later to study would account for increased oatch®s of a@e groui^  
0 and I Jn fall. 
Gc5^ arisoa of peaks at the ssw tii^ s of year for age groups in 1955 
aiad 1S>56 iiulieates that grofwth in lei^ th was greater in 19$6» Growth was 
co»timous throughout the netting period in I9$6jf irimre&a, imream in 
length was much slower after July in 1955. to m^ral, the peak for each 
a@9 group occtirred at a shorter total length in 1^ 55 than 1956. 
lengtMleight Belatimship 
Bonderal Index {Q) of all channel catfish for which wei^ ts and 
total length meastarements were aTOilabl® was coroputed as follows: 
C aW 3C 10^  
i? 
Ihere W - wei^ t in poundbs 
and X> gf total length in inches 
Average wlues for C factor of fish grouped by 0.5 inch gradxially increased 
with larger siae fish (fable 25). Wide variatims in 0 faetors for indi­
vidual fish witMn siae groups were cora^ n. ?isual ccs»parison of C 
faetors ceapited for fish captured in different mmths failed to indicate 
consistent trendte* 
PoiM^ ral indesses computed for tagged channel catfish after recapture 
failed to reveal any lao'g© or consistent differences in average C factors 
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m co»par®d with fish of same total leijgt^ i (Jable 26). (jenerally, the 
rang© of C factoids ms greater for untagged fish than for tagged fish» 
Wrm ©xaiiimtioa of th® awerage ponderal index for tagged and imtagged 
fish no eiridene® of ©tonges in wight as result of tagging could b© 
deteeted. 
The inftances irtieTO the cube law does appear to apply to the length-
»ight relationahip probably are the exception and are coincidences 
(lagler, 1952, p* 12^ ). fhus, it is frequently necessary to express the 
ler^ th-«>w@ight relationship by W - a# wl»re W aM L are defined as abo-re 
md a and a are eowatants. For ease in cofflputing, five channel catfish 
were chosen at rmdm froa each 0.5 imh siee group containing more than 
fiTO individual©. In size g»ups of five or fewer specisiens data from all 
individuals were used in deteminiteg th® length-weight relationahip. Tl» 
cojistants a and c wei^  «teriwd by fitting a straight line to the lo^ altisas 
of length and weight of 180 selected fish (lea#t squares method). This 
equation can best be eaqsressed in th© more convenient logarithaic f om as 
log w ^  -.1,^ 61 • 3«133lt I«og L. Gcmparison of the plotted length-weight 
relationship with aean lengths and weights of each 0.5 inch siae gi:x»up 
revealed a reasonably good fit (figure 9 and Table 25). Tlw regression 
coefficient (3.133li) wm fouM to be sipiificantly gi^ ater than 3«0 at 
the 0.01 level of probability (t as with 178 degrees of freedam). 
Correlation coefficient (r) conpated for the regression for the selected 
ch^ KEBL satfiato withto size grcwps TOS r a 0.993 • 
CSoaversicm factors for various leE^ th measureiaents of the chanml 
catfish were detemined frcsn to fish arran^ d by 0.5 inch siae groups 
ranging frm 3 to 23 inches, latios for fork aaJ standard lengths to 
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Tabl® 25. kmmg& weight, ealeiilated weights, and average prnderal ind«x 
for ehaia»l catfish by 0.5 ineh size gi^ ups 
Iverag® 
total 
length 
(InclMii) 
NO. 
of 
speoismns 
P<a3iteral iMdm Ifeight in pounds 
A¥®raf@ Esunge mm Calculated* 
3.li 1 25 ni-nnni-1111 III .010 .010 
3.7 3 31 20-36 .017 .012 
li.3 5 29 23-35 .02U .021 
h.S 0 
5.2 9 32 2lt-38 .dbii .039 
5.? 6 33 28-36 .060 .056 
6.2 k 33 32-37 .077 .062 
6.7 19 31 25-38 .093 .086 
7*2 12 30 23-35 .no .110 
7.7 25 30 li4-36 .139 .132 
8.2 60 29 2545 .160 .161 
8.7 79 28 2i^ -iii .182 .19lt 
9.2 55 28 18-33 .213 .231 
9*1 37 28 21-38 .258 .273 
10.2 35 29 23-35 .307 .319 
10.7 22 29 20-38 
23-47 
.353 .371 
11.2 20 30 .ia7 .1*28 
11,7 16 27 20-32 .U3U .1*91 
12.2 8 27 21-31 M3 .560 
12.7 12 27 15-35 .5U7 .635 
13.1 16 28 16-33 m63h .699 
13.7 Hi 30 23-45 .768 .805 
lii.2 7 32 25-37 .9di .901 
lli.7 6 31 25-39 1.000 1.003 
15.2 7 31 26-36 1.10 1.115 
15.9 2 32 28-37 1.315 1.281* 
16.3 6 31 27-35 1.335 1.388 
16.8 7 32 27-42 I.I49O 1.525 
17.2 It 32 29-37 1.61*0 1.6i*3 
17.7 E 31 18-37 
30—tt7 
1.688 1.796 
18.1 12 36 2,152 1.926 
18.7 6 3it 2!t-39 2.01*0 2.133 
19.1 3 37 31-UO 2.560 2.279 
19.6 5 35 30-39 2.621* 2.1*73 
20.3 7 37 324tl 3.081 2.760 
20.6 5 38 37-43 3.30 2.890 
21.1 k 30 27-35 2,89 3.115 
* W a -1.6561 • 3*mk Ug I 
Table 25. (Oontinsied) 
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Average 
total 
length 
lo. 
of Ponderal ii«l8x Weight in potinds 
(inches) spmimm Awra^  M&t^ e Mean Calotzlated 
21,8 3 35 32-la 3.85 3.1t5o 
22.2 2 36 3ii-39 U.03 3.652 
22.6 2 38 37-39 ii.ia 3.862 
23.2 3 38 3U-lil h.n it .193 
23.9 1 38 5.25 U.603 
2k*3 1 35 5.06 k.mB 
25.1 1 15 7.06 5.365 
26,0 1 kl 8.31 5.993 
26.9 1 hB 9.25 6.666 
fatal 558 29,7 
Ti^ l® 26» Ammge powdsral isadeat (0) of reeaptttred eha^ cmel eatfiah a« 
eoapared to poademl index of mitagg^ d catfish 
Total 
Ifii^ h 
(teehfis) 
tagged 
spsoiaeiss 
0 factor 
Tagged fish 
limge Wsm 
llntagged fish 
Mean 
6.5 1 27 31 
7.0 1 27 30 
7.5 3 2ii«3i 27 30 
8.0 U 2U-29 26 29 
8.5 9 23-32 27 28 
9.0 8 25-35 28 28 
9.5 3 23-26 25 28 
10.0 5 27-32 29 29 
10.5 3 26-33 29 29 
n.o 3 22-29 26 30 
11.5 1 30 27 
12,0 3 26-28 27 27 
12.5 6 25-32 28 27 
13.5 2 28-31 30 30 
15.5 2 30-31 30 32 
16.0 1 ... 32 31 
20.0 2 27-39 33 37 
Figtare 9» I«igthh-wetglit relaticmsMp of chamel catfish. W ~ 
-1.^ 61 • 3»133U Le^  i. laeli dot repres^ its tl» aean 
weight for a 0.5 inch size gpowp. 
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total lengths were dBterndned for each 0,5 inch siswi groups. These ratios 
for sis® grot^ s writd from 0.8506 to 0.9030 for fork length over total 
length aiMj frcaa 0.7088 to 0,7660 for standard length over total leicfch. 
Hier® ms ao observed tendency for th© ratios to either increase or 
decrease -with changes in sizes of channel catfish. Thus, the two ratios 
mre deteradned by aTeraging ofBT all 0,5 inch siae groups. Conversion 
factors detenaimd awrage ratios were as folloirat 
Fea^ : length s 0.8?59 total lengths 
Standard length s 0.73Mi total lengths 
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Ml A® mmu OF PMfHMD CAWISH 
iat® of Qrcwth 
Splaia deteawinatidns 
Calcttlated growth rate® for fla^ heM catfish (Table 27) shotald only 
b© eoiiSid«2ttd as aproxiffiatians of th® actual growth rates. Factors saentloned 
tii^ r Mthods and procedures as affeeting exact detemlnation of lengths at 
wiiidLi frofesbly eatised greater errors at each aiaailtts for ^ ine cross-
®e0tioiii of flathead eatfish than for elwiael catfish. This is particularly 
tras of spines frcm large flathead catfish i^ ee Hie first two or three 
aifflttli may be aissing, f m such speelaens, personal jiid^ aent iias used to 
estimate how mmy animli wre not present. A series of aiae classes •will 
aid interpretatioa send reAioe ualer-estifflaticai of the ninaber of amtxli for 
ffiatm^  flathead catfish ^ ine cross-sections. 
Oal0ii3Ated lengths at each aiamltts for individaal fish -varied 
©oMiderably, but very little overlapping occurred for i^ e first three 
amsuli. Average giwfch at sdl amali Has greater than for c^ culated 
grenrtti of th® chsaanel catfish. Carlander (1953) has swmariaed aiuch of 
the recently pttbli8ii®d age and growth data for the flathead catfish. Data 
m average calculated lengths at each antiulus for the present study fall 
*itMn the laagths determlnsd in these previoas studies. Buck (19^ 6) 
found tImt flathead catfish iwached an average length of 28,3 inches in 
their fourth year In CSclahMia. lone of the catfish spines examined in 
iM.B study dasimstrated comparable growth rates} instead, fish recpiired a 
fable 27. Galcal^ d STsrage tofcal l©iigth (inehes) at esush ffltaailus trtm sjAne Heasar®»Bts of flattosad 
catfiA taken in 19^ 5 a®d 1^ 6 trtm Ites Moims li"fer, lows 
AgS !«• 
k 
Cakmlated lei^ h at ammlus 
11^  15 flab 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1^ 5 
fl 1 —~- 6.5 9.3 13.6 16.0 18.2 
I ^ 3.5 ...» 
U 8 3.3 1*9 
9.It in 16 2.8 6.0 
If 11 3.0 6.3 9.1 12,2 
1 2 6,2 8.9 lh.6 17.8 
TI 2 6.2 9.5 13.0 16.6 19.1 
TO 2 5.7 8.9 13.2 16.2 20.5 23.fc 
?ni U 5.7 8.k 11.6 16.2 19.5 22.6 25.9 
m 1 Q.k 12.1 18.3 22.2 25.6 28.2 30.0 
I 1 6.0 10.0 16.0 20.0 23-2 25.2 27.2 32.9 
II 2 7.2 9.k 15.8 19.0 21.2 23.1 2it.8 28.2 31.7 3lt.5 
XII 2 Hi-.. 12.0 I6,lt a.2 2ii.O 27.2 29.2 31.1i 3it.l 35.5 36.5 
XIII 3 .... 9.2 12.9 16.9 21.1 2ii.9 27.0 29.3 31.5 3li.l 36.8 38.0 
XI? 1 lli.O 16.3 22.6 26.lt 30.0 32.8 3il.it 36.i» 37.2 38.3 :^ .i 
Xf 1 
—-
8.8 11.2 13.6 16.8 19.6 21.5 2lt.O 25.5 26.5 27.6 30.0 31.2 32.1 
kmro^  
ealeiilated 
35.5 len^ b 3.0 6.ii 9.3 13.1 17.3 20.7 2^ .1 26.6 29.1* 31.9 33.9 36.5 35.2 32.1 
Avemge 
a|iyfna1 
3.k IJi iTssrmBimt 3.0 3.6 3.1 3.9 3.8 3.0 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.1 1.7 1.0 0.9 
Galenlated 
Height 0.01 0.09 0.29 0.8U 2.01 3.53 5.61 7.7U 10.60 13.69 16.57 19.15 20.89 18.6U 13.90 
Weig^  
0.56 2.58 3.15 2.7U 2.ia inoma^ nt 0.01 o.oe 0.21 1.09 1.52 1.87 2.13 3.21 1.61 1.13 
minlatuK of seven ym&ra io remh as great a total length. 
Qrgwrth of t&m'&A fi.gfo 
Duriiig the two year stiidy period a liMted asiouHfc of information was 
obtained om gr-osrth of tagged flathead catfish. Changes in total length 
folltwlng tagging shoald glire a mtoiatna estfeate of grcwthi therefore, 
they trould serv® as ehecks on mer&g® calculated length deteroined from 
spine cro®s-s®eti<ms» 
Osabl® data w®r© awilable m only 11 of the 29 recaptijred flathead 
catfish. A majority of the 29 fish had been released only a few days 
prior to recaptur® aisi no aea®tirabl© length changes would have occurred. 
In addition, fish recaptured in suaror of 1955 weare not measured since 
differences Sa i^ asonal growth rates were not being checked at this early 
stage of Ihe study# fiaae Interval between tagging and recaptims was not 
the only factor affecting increasea in total length (Table 28). Seasons 
af year and fish siae at tag^ ng also appeared to have influenced the 
i^ns in total length, lagged fi^  recaptto'ed after early suaMr shotsed 
th® greatest gains in length# Apparently, increases in total length were 
less for larger fish than for siaaller fish. Lass in total length for two 
of the larger fish is prd>ably the result of daaa^  to caudal fin in hoop 
nets and difficully in holding these fish so tiiat maximmi lengths were 
obtained. 
Qrwrth of ta e^d fish, althotjgh a rainjteuai estimate, diMsonstrates that 
the awrage calculated growth deterained from pectoral spine cross-sections 
is probably reasonably accurate* Coaparisons of total length increases for 
tagged fish of variout sizes supported the ocmclusion that larger animal 
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fable 88. Growth in total length (Inches) of recaptured 
flathead catfish frc® Des Moines Sirer, Iowa 
Total 
length Tl®e Growth 
Date Date infcerral imrement 
tagged meaptmred (days) (inches) 
iz,k 6»23«56. 7-23-56 30 1.1 
13.8 8»6»56 9—5—56 30 0.6 
18,6 6-16-56 7—25—56 39 O.li 
9.9 6—2—56 39 o.h 
35.9 5-31-56 7-20-56 50 -1,1 
20,1 5-26-56 7—25—56 60 1,0 
20.0 5-29-56 8-»2—56 61* 1,1 
29,7 8-30-55 6—7—56 281 -0.3 
9.7 9-a-55 6-25-56 285 2,1 
17.6 8-31-55 7-25-56 290 0.9 
33 .li 7-28-55 6—16—56 318 0,U 
in©r®3Bents ooewred at th® lower aamli (fable 27)» 
Slaes qC «all f lathead eatfish 
Capture of £lathe»d catfish of various siae groups in early spring and 
lat® fall was another indioation of sanount of growth attained daring a 
year (Table 29)* h^e •pp&smnm of flat!»ad catfish of ccraparable sises to 
animlus leii^ ths cGmputed frc® spin® oroas-aectiona strengthBiia the latter 
data, 
the oecwrrenc® of fish of Tariow.® size groups indicates that at least 
three age giroups mre present in early spring and late fall. Toun^-of-
y®ar are represented in. Sept®sber, 19$6 1^ the siaes 3*0 to 5.3 inches 
total length. Fall data for 1955 and 1956 suggest other age groufw at 
approxtoately 8 inches and 10 to 11 inches. 
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Table 29, lange and averafe lengths of analler flathead catfish eaptixred 
on Tarious days ia 1955 and 1956 Srm Des Moines River, lotra 
(iraober of fiah in pareiatheses) 
y55_ 1956 
frobable 3Eto Sept* April ' Jtroe jSy 18 §epC 
age Aag. 2 Oct. W&j Aug. 10 Oct. 
0 3.7 
(1) 
It.l 
(1) 
U.2 
3.0-5.3 
(12) 
t k*i 
D3 
6.1* 
5.8-6.6 
(3) 
7.8 
7.6-8.1 
(3) 
6.U 
(1) 
9.0 
8.6-9.8 
(3) 
11 10.5 
0) 
9.6 
9.1-10.9 
(7) 
10.0 
9.3-10.9 
(i*) 
11.2 
10.7-11.8 
(h) 
10.5 
9.2-11.8 
(2) 
11.3 
10.6—12.2 
(5) 
m 12 .li 
0) 
12.6 
(iT 
1U.0 
13.7-ll».lt 
(U) 
length-Weight lelationship 
Ponderal indexes for the fla-Miead catfish -were cc®puted in a manner 
similar to that nsed for ctemel oafish. Wide variations occtirred between 
the average G factors for different sisse classes, bat in general vsQ-ues 
toereased with siae classes (Table 30). As with tM channel catfish, 
raises of G factors were large within the 0»5 inch si»e classes* 
Five recaptxiured flathead catfish did not exhibit any aarked decrease 
in ponderal index as coBpared to mtagged fish (Table 31)* Of ooiirae, 
time intervals between tagging aiKi recapttire were short, but data were not 
available for fish ta®ed for Imger tiae Intervals. Even though C factcra 
ai:« siBdlar fca? tagged and \Hit)^ ged fish, wsall Increases in total length 
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Tabli® 30« Average wight, oal«ulat®d weight and pondsral indoK for flat-
1mi«1 eatflA grouped by 0.5 iaeh ®iae elasses 
Averag® 
total A"TOrag@ traiight Pmdaral index (C) length »aitoer A-sBrag© Calo^ated:'^  
(Inobts) :SpeedmeRS (Pcwinds) (Poands) Bang® Mean 
ll.O 1 .02 .020 31 
5.3 1 M .0U9 27 
6.3 1 .10 .0$li itO 
7.2 2 .17 .128 it2-.U9 U5 
7.8 '1': .17 .165 36 
8.7 . 1 .26 .231 Uo 
9.8 '2 .25 .337 27-27 27 
10.2 1 .liO .381 38 
10.6 2 .38 ,h2h 26-39 32 
11.0 1 .56 .1*83 U2 
11.6 5 .57 .575 3I4-39 36 
12.3 2 .66 .68U 3it-38 36 
12.6 1 •75 .71*0 38 
13.2 3 .92 .865 36>4[4i4. 39 
13.7 2 .8ii .967 31—3U 32 
lll.2 3 1.10 1.086 35-.U3 38 
li4.7 3 l.Oii 1.192 2&ot4U 33 
15.2 5 l.lt7 1.3^ 2 li04tU U2 
15.6 1 1.62 l.lilt9 k3 
16,1 3 1.60 1.587 37-Uo 39 
16.5 1 1.81 1.72U ko 
18.2 It 2.36 2.352 36-U7 39 
20.6 2 3.81i 3.U87 36-51 h3 
21.3 1 3.69 3.835 38 
22.8 1 li.37 it.775 37 
35 26.1i 1 6,hh 7.525 
29.6 2 10.93 10.80 Ul-Ult li2 
31.0 1 13.50 12.li8 U5 
33.it 2 llt.Sii 15.^ 1 39-141 Uo 
35.i» 1 22.50 18.98 51 
36.2 1 19.69 20,lt0 U2 
38.9 1 28.25 25.53 — .  U8 
 ^Log W « ~1.582it • 3.1379 log L 
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Table 31* Goaqsarison of ponderal index (C) of tagged flathead catfish with 
average pmderal index of fish from saute class 
Total 
length 
(iiiches) 
Itmber 
fish 
Airerage 
C factor 
untagised 
fish 
Stoiber 
s^ eaptwrsd 
Tagged fish 
Average 
C factor 
Range 
0 factor 
Days 
tagged 
11#0 
lU.6 
18.3 
21.1 
I 
k2 
33 
39 
38 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Uo 
3U 
36 
37 3S"4iO 
16 
30 
5 
60][6tt 
recorded for tagged fish wer« far below th© increments calculated frtaa spine 
cross«»Bctio3M. These conflieting data prevented drawing definite conclu-
sioOT as to effects of tagging on flathead catfish growth. 
The length-weigtit relationship for $9 flathead catfish was compated in 
similar manner as for channel catfish. Since a sujaller number of fish was 
involved in deteimination of the relationship, a strai^ t line regression 
was fitted to "Uie logaritlms of length and weight of all individuals. The 
length-weight relationship for the flathead catfish may be expressed in 
•tee logarittaic fona ast 
Log W « -l.S82l» * 3.137S> Ug L 
The regression coefficient (3.1379) was fotoKi to be significantly greater 
than 3.0 at the 0.01 level of probability (t s 3.160 with 57 degrees of 
freedoa). Correlation coefficient (r) for these data was r s 0.99U. 
Garrison of the calculated weights against acttial weights for the 
individual fish (Figure 10) and for the 0,5 inch sise group averages 
(Table 30) Mvealed reasonably good agreeawnt. 
Figm^  10. Langtb-wi^  relati<msM.p of flattoead catfish. ¥ -
-1.5821* 4- 3*1379 I» Each ciot repsesents aa indiTldtaal 
fish. 
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Cowersion factors for varioas length TOasurments were detenained 
by obtaiEing ratios over all siz® groups (itO fish). Ratios of fork 
length over total length varied tram 0,962 to 0,991 and standard length 
over total length varied frc® 0.725 to 0.808. Sine© the ratios did not 
progressively increase nor decrease with fish aiae, averages of all 
groaps were used as a single cmversim factor. These factors iiere as 
follows! 
Fwk length a 0,9792 total lengths 
Standard length s 0.?%7 total lengths 
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reCOTDITT OF GHftML CATFISH 
Doriug apswidjag seastm, mature feaales were detemined by external 
Gharaeteristles such as their coloratio» and bo^y sha|:« as conpared with 
mature male fish. In general, body coloraticm of the female was much 
lifter than ths slate-blue or black coloration of males. Btead shape of 
•Mie female was narrower and did not possess the enlarged areas on top of 
the head characteristic of the male during the breeding season. This 
external charaeteristie of the head shape of spasming male catfish is 
mentioned by Toole (1951) and Oanfield (19li7). acaaller ripe females were 
distinguished fro® tajraature catfish by ^ e expanded abdcgMHCi possessed by 
i|)«wiiing females. All twelTO fish brought to the laboratory as faaales 
proired to be spawning fefflales ctmtaining ripe eggs, and it therefore is 
asswaed that it is possible to determine the presence of ripe fmale cat­
fish in the tarapa by these external chawwjteristics. Admittedly error 
eouM oeour in the deteaariLimtioiii of sexes of all fish in traps, but obvious 
isjWBples of spawning fraaales could be determined as demonstrated by this 
inteitial sexing. Thus, the pi^teary purpose of the collection and exami­
nation of idle females was satisfied} that is, ripe females were present 
in the traps and could be detected by external characteidstics. 
The siise range of the mature female catfish (Table 32) contains the 
aaallest sise at which ripe females were observed but does not include 
the largest exteitisGLly sexed females observed in the trap catches. Thus, 
tl» egg c<Mnts do not cover the size range above 21 inches total lez^h. 
T&le 32. PeciaiJiiity of chaimel catfish selected frc® hoop net catcl»s in ia» Ites Moiaes 
19$6 
mt® wmx 
Si© 
Total 
lei^lb 
(imies) 
Folk 
lenglli 
(l&ctes) 
lesgtb 
(Sael3®s) 
W©i^ 
fish 
(gpaa) 
®ggs 
(gi?a®) 
Tolwe 
eggs 
Cffll) ®sm tadber <x «gg8/grm 
1956 
6A3 • 11.8 10.6 9.0 237 %5 l|6 583 
6/13 12.1 10.8 9.2 270 la 38 2129 718 
6/9 f 12.3 10.8 9.2 m 38 39 1*036 1C0J» 6/§ TII 25.1 33.5 11.8 8^2 im Idt 5973 57it 
6/16 TI 15.2 13.7 11.8 62^  no 136 7233 531 6/11 VII 16.3 lE.i 12.7 709 91 8ij im If8 6/29 16.7 35.3 13.0 i^ t 165 6375 386 
1/t m 16.? 15.0 12.6 im 1^ nit mm 567 
6/9 IX 17.5 15.? 13.7 879 155 346 8299 568 
6A3 ?m 11.9 16.1 lb.2 737 118 no mm 625 1/16 ¥11 18.2 16.5 13.8 1077 lit7 llt2 6100L lt29 
6/20 mi .^2 18.7 16.5 1389 235 226 9721 il30 
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Sta»lard linsar regressims were fit-ted to the data to estimate the 
regression of egg p3»dmetion on siae of fish. The mathematical expression 
for this regression ms as followsi 
f - - 5202.17 * 7l8.It2I 
llj®re T m amber of eggs 
I a total length of fish in inoluis 
The correlaticai coeffieient (r) for this jregressim of egg nuabers on size 
of fish in total inches ws r s 0,89?. This linear regression is plotted 
in Figure 11, Using lumber of eggs on standard lei^th in inches^ the 
following expression linear regression was obtalnedt 
I s -  h z n ^ l t k  +  8 5 0 . 0 5 X  
r • O.S*!! 
lh®re X s standard length of fish in inches and other 
s^bols are as above 
A third regression ms etmpttted using m®toer of eggs (sa weight of fish in 
gpams which gate the eacpressioni 
I s 2596^962 • 5.256X 
T m 0»855 
Wtmre X s wei^t of fish in grams and otijer symbols are 
as above. 
A straight line seisras to best eatplain the relationship between the 
ntuBber of e^s produced by chanuBl catfish and its siae for the range 
covered 1:^ the data. Using the data frm ti^ 12 channel catfish collected, 
the highest correlation coefficient {r s 0,9h6) was obtained with egg 
ireight on weight of fish. This is somewhat a spuzlous correlation since 
Hgtir® 11. Jfegression of ntfflijer of eggo on total length of 
12 ehaanel ©atfish frco Des Moines Eiirer, loira. 
im. 
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•weight of eggs contaribtttes approximately 1^ percent of total -weight of 
fish. Th® iifflxt highest correlation eoefficient (r s 0,911) naa for 
amber of eggs on standard length, 
Ths linear regression fouiid in this series of fish bears otit the 
contention by Broim (19lt2) t^at the raiaber of egga generally increases 
•with size of f«Bnale, btat suggests that this strai^t line relationship may 
not hold for Tery old fish, tatoers of egi^ actually counted for the siae 
of fish fall within the liMts found by Menael (19ljS) for fish oolleoted 
in ^ fflses Mver, Vir^ia, 
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DISCiBSIOIf 
Issalts obtained in this investigation are applicable to several 
probl«s in fishery research aisi oanagBBient on iiarnHwater streams, A 
partienlsrly ia^ortant probloa for fisherj biologist and managers is that 
csf estiaattog poptalatioia or poptilation trends of channel and flathead 
catfish. Data indicate that "rariations oGcarred in the proportion of 
population segments being sampled at different ti»es of year# These 
viffiatims were thought to haim resulted trm changes in fish activity 
and in ttes effectiveness of gear used in sampling. 
A basic assti^tion in ai^ estimate is that portions of ssoae popula­
tion are being seaapled. Eeeords (£ ao-wstaents by tagged catfish indicate 
that this assu^tion may not be fulfilled for uncoiifimd areas. Sixty-
three of the 92 knoiTO aiagler recaptures were taken one-half to 26 miles 
froE the tagging locatim. Anglers* tag returns also indicate that the 
catfish catch from om pool is not compoMd of a stable population. It 
wo^d seem that continuous moveront by catfish into and out of an aarea was 
ecmaon. lo definite pattern for this movement could be determimdi 
instead, it appeared to be noxml foraging oi the fish. This wanderii^ 
pi«8ented difficulties in setting bcnndaries as to the population under 
study. Seven instances of movement of tagged channel catfish over loir-
head daos at either end of the study area sug^st that an effective 
peiroanent boundary must be a fowldteble obstruction to fish movement. 
Ghai^es of habits or activity within a population can also cause 
errors in population estimates. One such change was demonstrated by 
lot 
wdttotion of reeaptiire percentage of channel catfish in hoop nets folloiring 
the spawning season, liwreased reeaptiir© rate for this same group of 
tagged fish prior to and dTiring spsroing the following year, indicates 
changes in activity rather than moroment entirely out of the study area. 
Change in lmbit| habitat, or activity was also Indicated by reduced 
percentage j^eaptures even with oumlative ntiKtoer of tagged fish. This 
reduction in recaptures my be the wsttlt of decreased movwrnant by segments 
of populaticm, greater dispersal, or chants in effectiveness of sampling 
gear. 
Adult fi^ Here capturod in greater rombers by hoop nets frtaa April 
to July than following this period. Kius, marking and recapture experi­
ments on these adult fish would obtain different results fro® recapture 
rates for these two periods. chance of obtaining a marked individual 
would vary with the period in which marking and recapture was conducted. 
Selection of a single aanpling gear which constantly sample segments 
<3f poptilation in proportion to their abundance presents problems. 
Selectivity of fish size groups by various gear was not constant, but 
v«^ed with tin® of year. Also, variations in design of the same type 
of gear caused further siae selection of fish. Ivaltiation of the effects 
of these variables upon eatcbes is extiroely difficult. 
Habitat preference of liarge flathead catfish presmts difficulties 
in attempting to sample these fish, lesults obtained from limited use of 
electric shocker-traamel net combination revealed hi^er densities than 
were at first thought to be present, population estimates by means of 
electric shocking m this species would require special effort to obtain 
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these larger adiilt fish. The electric shoeker-traroel net cembination used 
in tl» atady was too limited as to season of year, water depth, and time 
requirements for its genersd application as standard fishery gear. It 
would only be useful in saa|>ling special areas or as a means of obtaining 
these large flathead oatfish at times wlwn they are not being taken in 
other gear. 
Wide variations in hoop net and trap catches undter similar environ­
mental factors, swh as water leTOls, illustrate the difficulties in 
trying to deteiMne the simple effects of such factors on eatoh* Instead, 
numerous factors are all operative at the san® ti» and affect observed 
catches in different ways. Factors ST«sh as water levels and temperatures 
not eaapletely rand« variables. Rpevious conditions may influence the 
effects of later conditions. Thus, a rising water level may have very 
little effect on observed catch if the river is already at flood stage. 
Dtt addition, ttm effect of environmental conditions may be offset by 
Changes in population abundance, lecrui-toent of catfish to fall catches 
would 3?esult frcMi their rapid growth in early spring and summer. 
Increased effectiveness of hoop nets from baiting or frcaa presence 
of ripe females may mask tto effects of an environmental factor. Hoop 
net catches were noticeably increased by the use of ripe female channel 
catfish in this gear. Even this method of inci^asicig eatoh decreases in 
effectivemas as the spasmir^ season passes its peak. 
Differences in percentages of airier returos frooi channel catfish 
tagged during the two i»riods have a dijrect application to harvest 
studies, fhe late spring and early ^samier catches in hoop nets probably 
are the channel catfish which contilbiite most toward the angler's creel. 
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Ttes, tMs portim of tlae population may be the most Important segment if 
correlaticaa of trap catches and later fisMng success is desired. 
Effects of habitat constrieticm upon the growth rates of channel 
catfish were d«Bionstrated from data on tagged fish, spine determinations, 
and len^h-frecpienoy of oatcl^s. Larger grofrth rates were recorded for 
spring and early »uffl»r mcmths than for later months in 1955# This 
redticed grosrth ms not as noticeable in suaraer of 1^56, and consequently, 
greater total growth iias obtained during tMs year. Differences in nater 
leTOls for th®se two years may haw been one of tite main causes of the 
growth rate difference. 
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SIMSAIX 
1. Hoop MIS aM TSIM traps wer© used at intervals from May 19^$ 
through Iov@raa»r 19S6 t© collect data cai chanml and flathead catfish in 
a 7-sadl® stretch of tl^ D®s Mffitises Hver, During this time 3077 channel 
and l68 flathead catfish ware ta^ed and released from a total catch of 
7hh7 chatmel and 239 flathead catfish, 
2. Seveiml f«stors -weM fownd to affect net aijd trap catches* Net 
catches mm greatly increased in Jons hy the presence csf ripe female 
charaael catfish* Baitii^ of hoop net® and traps -with old cheese increased 
their effectiveness for chioanel catfish in -Uie spring* Variations in 
catch were mich that diarect effects of single emriroonsBntal factors such 
as -water level or teaperatwe could not be determined. 
3# Greater nwber® of adult chanml catfish wre taken in hoop nets 
from April to July thayn in the following period. Kecapture abates of 
tagged chamel catfish revealed changes In distribution of adult fish 
f ollcwlng the spatsaing ^ason. Percentage of recapture in total catch 
increased isith cumulativ© nwsber® tagged until after June 19!?5 •when a 
marked decrease occurred. loticeable increases in percentage of recaptures 
did not occur aga3.n UMfcil the same period in 1956j when a similar trend ims 
repeated, fendemy of fish to avoid nets following tagi^g was not noted. 
M\ilt flathead catfish were taken in greatest mffifljers in June and July. 
It. A 0,7$0 Iva, 11$ volt, A. 0. electric shocking device n»as used 
to suppleaent mt and trap catches and to investigate the distribution of 
catfish# but it was not effective in water depths over it feet. 
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1» ©lectric shookes^-traamel net comMnation ms effeetiTO in 
captiiriug .adult flathsad catfish frOTs tmaer large coyqt areas. 
6. Anglers* reports indicated that tag^d ohmm&l catfish traveled 
as far as 26 ailes frc« tagt^ng location. Seven of the 92 angler returns 
ijere frc® fish taken mtsid® the 7-fflile stti^ area. Sixty-three of the 
92 tagpd fish had moved one-half ail© or more from tagging location. 
?, fag retfiros frm 92 channel catfish indicate a minteum harvest by 
anglers of 3 perC'tnt fOT s^l fish tagged and a return of U,S percent for 
t^ged fish over 9 inches total length. 
8. Only me tag frraa flathead catfish, -^ich was recaptured at 
original taggii^ location, *as reported anglers. Becapture rates of 
adult flathead catfish in toectp net® suggest less aoveaent in the fall. 
9. Data frm repeated electric shockiag in two sections suggested 
that tagged catfish did not remain in the same locations or pools week 
after «ek, 
10. Yariahles, such as Msaing annali, unequal erosion of spine 
center, and changes in slmpe of spine encountered in determining total 
length at each ainiulus fro® body-spine relationship, indicate that these 
calculated ler^hs are at best appr«±aiaticms, 
11. Calculated growth revealed that grcurth of channel catfish in 
1955 was lees than for 1956. fhit conclusicm ms also supported by 
kncwn growth of tagged fish aod frca length-frequency of net catches. 
Calculated total lengths at first fiw aratiuli isere 1.8, k*9> 7.7# 10.1 
and 12.3 inches for chanml catfish, and 3.0, 6,Ut 9«3, 12.1, and 17.3 
inches f» flathead catfish. growth increaents in length for both 
m 
ehaamsl and flattead catfish decjreased witli marijer of anmli but th® 
ammal growth inerBwrnt in imei^it increa»8d. 
12, Iaiigth-freq««tiiey of ehamBl catfish and the presence of various 
size groups of flath®ad catfish in spring and faU catches supported the 
calculated length data for spine cross-sections. 
13 • fh® standard l®ngth--TOigW; irelationship of channel catfish can 
b© expwssed in the logaritlmis fo»B bys 
log W 3 -1.6561 • 3.13A log ^ 
and for the flathead catfish bys 
W « -1.58fi^ * 3.1379 log L 
lii. Goaparison of average pcnderal indeaces of tagged and unt^ged 
catfish failed to re-real any consisfcenfc differemes between the two 
averages. 
10, Th® lintar regmssion obtained for a series of 12 f©aale channel 
catfisto suggests that the number of ©gg® produced by a femle increases 
with size o£ fish. Complete egg oowits revealed the smallest fiah (11.8 
teeites total length) eontaimid 2682 eggs and the largest fiah (20,2 
inches total ler^h) contained ?721 eggs. 
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Afrnwix 
IM 
Table 33* Dailj water sta^ readtogs of Das Motoes River at 
Bom® Water Wm±B 3m, Boom, Iowa, for 1955-1956 
1955 
IKlt® 3mB Julf Aug« Sept. Ctot. 
aaug® rea<llngs (ft.) 
1 2,30 0.82 0.58 o.3li 0.2li 0.21 
2 1,98 0.80 0.57 0.32 0.22 0.21 
3 1.66 0.85 0.62 0.30 0.22 0.21 
h 1,52 1.22 0.52 0.30 0.21 0,20 
5 l.ltli l.ii6 0.60 0.28 0.20 0.20 
6 1.35 1.56 0.68 0.28 0.20 0.20 
7 1.26 1.68 2.36 0.28 0.20 0,66 
8 1.22 i ,m 1.78 0.26 0.19 0.55 
9 1.18 1.62 1.71 0.26 0.18 0.U0 
10 1.19 1.58 2.7!* 0.26 0.20 0.35 
11 l.Hi 1.U8 1.58 0.26 0.18 0.30 
12 1.10 I.UO 1.36 0.26 0.18 0.30 
13 1.08 1.22 1.18 0.26 0.18 0.26 
111. l.<^  1.10 1.00 0.25 0.18 0.26 
15 l.Oii l.Olt 0,86 0.26 0.18 0.2U 
16 1.00 0.98 0.80 0.22 0.18 0.2li 
17 0.9h 0.90 0.75 0.22 0.l8 0.22 
18 0.90 0.88 0.70 0,2U 0.16 0.26 
19 0.90 0.90 0.65 0.28 0.19 0.20 
20 0.90 0.92 0.75 0.22 0,18 0.23 
21 0.88 0.86 o.5ii o.a 0.20 0.22 
22 0.85 0.82 0.50 0.21 0.20 0.22 
23 0.81 0.75 0.U8 0.21 0.22 0.22 
24 0.81 0.75 0.147 0.22 0.20 0.22 
25 0.80 0.67 oM 0.22 0.18 0.26 
26 0.00 o.a 0.U2 0.22 0.22 0.2U 
27 0.88 0.62 o.l^ o 0.22 0.22 0.23 
28 1.03 0.60 o.iil 0.22 0.21 0.214 
29 0.89 0,60 0.38 0.22 0.20 0.23 
30 0.88 0.59 0»3h 0.21 0.22 0.23 
31 0.88 0,3h 0.2U 0.26 
Awag© 1.12 1.03 0.85 0.25 0.20 0.27 
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